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HO TBS. OH STRUCTURAL MEIHQBB' Q51 STAIHIITG THE

TUBERCLE BACILLUS TOGETHER WITH bQHE 03SERV.ATI OHS

OH THE MORPHOLOGY OB THE LATTER AS REVEALED

THEREBY.

The object of this pa£er is to discuss certain

points of interest in regard to the Morphology of the

tubercle bacillus as revealed by different methods of

staining, and the interpretation to be placed upon

these results.

As the basis of these structural methods of

staining the ZIEHL-HEELSEH process is almost universally

employed in conjunction with GRAM or some modification

of GRAM, or with osmic acid, in order to bring out more

clearly the constituent elements of the. bacillus. I

should like to state at this point that in the course

of this paper reference will be made to many different

processes of staining and I have judged it convenient

to relegate the details of these to an Appendix, so

as not to burden the paper itself with them. Most

of the references have been derived from the original

sources, and these will be found in a list of papers

placed after the Appendix.

KOCH himself was the first to observe that the

tubercle bacillus is not always an organism of perfectly

homogeneous appearance, and was able to demonstrate in

it clear, oval compartments which broke the continuity
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of the organism. The question as to the interpretation

of these clear, oval compartments has not, even to-day,

"been satisfactorily decided. They are quite apparent

when stained "by other processes than the ZIEHL-iJESLSSIT,

and, indeed, I know no more suitable method for

demonstrating them than the old EHRLICH-ltOCH, or

WEIGSRT-BHRLICH method in which aniline water gentian

violet plays the principal part.

When stained by carbol-fuchsin the bacillus

appears as a deeply-stained rod, more or less Uniform

in appearance. Some of the bacilli seem, however, to

take the stain unequally, and the irregular appearance

thus produced is known as "beading". Certain portions

appear to be unstained, of round or oval shape, and

have been described as spores, or vacuoles, or granules,

degenerative or otherwise, or as simple artefacts,

the result of the process employed. It is true that the

results produced by staining the tubercle bacillus

with this dye are not sufficiently consistent or so

precise that one can draw definite conclusions there¬

from in regard to the morphology of the bacillus,

nevertheless many specimens so stained show certain

characteristics which can be confirmed and emphasised

by the use of a double, so-called structural or

sel§ctive stain. Not infrequently, for example, one
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may observe that certain portions of the rod. retain

the colour better than others even where one is not

able to demonstrate definite unstained areas. Thus

one may notice that in many bacilli the poles are more

deeply stained than the rest of the organism, and

that, scattered more or lees irregularly throughout

the bacillus other deeply stained points appear, from

the fact that, if decolourisation of the bacillus,

when carbol-fuchsin is used, be carried to the extreme

point, these deeply-stained areas persist, it is

evident that they, at least to a certain extent,

participate in the acid-fast property of the bacillus.

That they become more distinctly evident by the employ¬

ment of a selective stain like GRAM does not, in my

opinion, invalidate this statement.

The primeiple of carrying decolourisation of the

film to the utmost in order to demonstrate these deep¬

ly-stained points is the basis of a method devised by
(A, 3.)

C.BIOT, and applied by ARLOIIJG and BIOT. After staining

in the usual way with carbol-fuchsin, decolourisation

is carried out with 25% nitric acid, followed by

absolute alcohol. After washing, the film is flooded

with formol (40 vols) for at least 3 minutes. Stained

in this way the bacilli show, according to these

observers, deeply-stained areas which they call

granulations, the inter-granular protoplasm being



less intensely stained than the granulations. Further,

there are "bacilli which show no inter-granular

protoplasm and assemble little chains, the constituent

grains of which are separated "by clear spaces. Certain

bacilli show polar granulations, sometimes one, sometimes

two, but these are relatively rare. They are, however,

generally larger and more intensely coloured than the

granulations of the bacillary body properly so called.

Polar granules may be found enclosing smaller and

clearer granules. These, in the opinion of the authors,

are not certainly spores.

In the course of a discussion which followed the

reading of this paper a summary of which I have just

given, M.LESIEUR stated that, in a case of "bacillose

embryonnaire" he had found the granules to be localised
J, Cv-aho IS, nq)

to the extremities of the bacilli.

As compared with the results obtained by using

the original ZIEHL-PEELbEK process it must be admitted

that thiefmethod demonstrates a somewhat complex structure
in the tubercle bacillus. I must, however, confess

that, after frequent trial of this method, I have not

been able to get such satisfactory results. Nevertheless,

the bacilli stain very well, although the granules are

much less defined than by other methods. At the same

time the observations of these authors without doubt
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correspond very exactly with what one finds when a

structural method of staining is used.

A point to which attention may he drawn is, not

only that carho'l-fuchsin may he made to reveal a more

or less consistent structure in the bacillus more readily

than the older process does, hut that the bacillus and

its constituents appear to he acid-fast, an interpre¬

tation which is rot admitted in its entirety by all

authors. Already it has been pointed out by SPE1TGLER,

in a series of papers which have appeared at frequent

intervals from 1895 to the present day, that the tubercle

bacilli might suffer damage to their sheaths, as, for

example, if they are being dissolved by lysins, and

lose thereby more or less their capacity to retain

carbol-fuchsin by the ZIEHL-NEELSEH method. He stated that

if such bacilli be stained by carbol-fuchsin in the

ordinary way they are no longer acid-fast, hut become so

if the fuchsin be first of all fixed in the bacillus by

picric acid. I shall have to make further and more

detailed reference to SPENGLER'S method and the

interpretation placed upon the results obtained by him

and his school, the most distinguished of whim is

EIRCKEHSTEIM.

Many other methods have been suggested with the

object of shortening or rendering more reliable the

original ZIEHLrMEELSElT process, so as to show more
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clearly and consistently the structure of the "bacillus#

Many of these, however, differ' so little from the original

as to be hardly worth calling modifications. Details

of some of the more important may be found in the Appendix.

Certain of them have been subjected to a critical
♦ ♦

examination by BOHLI who comes to the conclusion that

in no single instance can the modifications tried

supersede the original. Further detailas may be sought

in his paper.

It seems to me, however, that certain criticisms of

the ZIEBL-NEELSEH process are justifiable in view of the

fact that §o many and varying interpretations have been

placed upon the results yielded by it. Owing to the

peculiar chemical constitution of the tubercle bacillus

only very powerful,stains are capable of penetrating it,
(&<?)

or heat, or both. Heat may be applied directly by means

of a flame, or by leaving in an incubator for a certain
•0'3)

time at a given temperature. If the stain be employed

in the cold it must be left for a period of 12 - 24
(65)

or even 48 hours, though Le BARON, using a saturated

solution of fuchsin in methyl alcohol and adding carbolic

acid, states that he is able to reduce the time necessary

for staining in the cold to 4 minutes or less. I must

confess that Le BARON'S solution has not given satisfac¬

tory results in my hands.



Sometimes the stain is used with mordants such as

(/04, bq)
picric acid, tannic, "boric, salicylic, formic, or other

(IO(>)
acids, with the object of increasing the penetrative

power of the stain, or, it may be, fixing it by chemical

union between the mordant and the tissues of the bacillus#

But however the stain be employed, it becomes what is called

a "regressive" stain, the essence of regressive staining

being to obtain as strong a solution of the dye as

possible whereby the tissues are over-stained,"that is,
(6b)

charged with colour in an excessive and diffuse manner"#

The stain then requires to be differentiated by removal

of the excess of colour# The agents used for

differentiation are more or less strong dilutions of the

mineral acids, or alcohol, and for the same reasons that the

bacilli can only be stained by very powerful dyes so the

resistance they offer to decolonisation is considerable#

As usually performed, neither the staining by carbol-fuchsia

nor the subsequent decolonisation by acid or alcohol

is.checked at any stage of the pracess,other than

macroscopically, and it is, therefore, inevitable that

resultsjshould vary in individual cases, apart from any

question whether or.not the bacilli, through the influence

of lysins or other agents,fail to retain the stain

either in whole or in part#
L W

HEwETT, for instance, points out that in class, work

it will be found teat one student's specimen will show
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"beading" much more markedly than another's rendering it
*

probable that the "beading" is partly due to segmentation

of the protoplasm, and partly, perhajSs, is an artifact due

to the staining process. One need not therefore be

surprised that the bacilli in the same specimen should

show, now as deeply-stained rods,again with a varying
amount of granulation, or that the intergranular protoplasm

may show only faintly pink as the result of the carbol-fuchsia

failing to take sufficiently, of as the result of too intense

or too prolonged decolonisation.

So many factors go to produce a well-stained slide.

Thus the slide itself must be perfectly clean and, even

when new,ought to be placed first of all into concentrated

mineral acid, then into ether-alcohol in order to remove

fatty matter or grease, and then wiped dry with an old

well-washed fat-free handkerchief. There is no more

powerful deterrent to good staining than grease,particularly

when one is using a structural stain like GRAM or one of

its many modifications, by which the granulations of the

tubercle bacillus acquire a black-red or blue-black colour.

The presence of grease will cause these granulations to appear

irregular in shape, ill defined, and reddish in colour.

As will be seen, the presence of reddish granulations

forms as essential part of SPEHGLER'S and KIECHENSTEIN1 b
(Si)

theory of bacillary development, as well as theories of

disintegration of the bacillus under the influence of



(32 93, loo)
phagocytosis, and it is of extreme importance to

exclude the possibility of bad staining due to the

above-mentioned cause.

Certain precautions ought also to be taken

in collecting the sputum. The patient should wash

out the mouth with a solution of sod.bicarbonate,

followed by ordinary warm water. He ought not to

smoke immediately before expectoration, and the

early morning sputum only, that is, before breakfast,

should be taken. The sputum-flask ought to be

washed out with hot water and soda followed by plain

hot water, and then filled with 5% carbolic, and

left overnight. The patient in the morning just

before using the flask simply pours out the carbolic

without further rinsing the flask. The sputum ought,

unless some particular end is to be served otherwise,

to be examined as soon thereafter as possible.

Exception has been taken to the method of making

films of sputum or other material and their fixation

by heat. DOBELL, in a long and detailed paper on the

nuclei of bacteria, advises that the film should

be made in the presence of formic aldehyde and allowe

to dry in the air, so as to avoid the possibility
("8)

of distortion of the cells by heat. The difficulty

I find in thus using formic aldehyde,however, for

this purpose is that a mere trace is sufficient
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to prevent decolourisation of the carbol-fuchsin

afterwards, the film remaining black-blue. I have

accordingly used a 1% chromic ac'id solution for this

purpose with, I think, better results as regards the

definition and contour of the organism than by the

method of fixation commonly used, although the staining

processes require to be more prolonged when it is

employed. The method of W01BACH and ERilST (for which

see the Appendix) replaces heat as a fixative with
(xxii, iq)

formalin in alcoholic solution.

It is an objection, of course that all these

manipulations tend to lengthen the various processes and

complicate them, and I admit that they are unnecessary

if the staining be done for purely diagnostic purposes,

but where it is done for the purpose of revealing complex

and delicate structure it is advisable.

lor am I sure that the employment of strong mineral .

fa
acid except for diagnostic purposes is not also inadvisable

and I prefer, when using mineral acid, to employ a weak

acid of not more than 10% for a longer time, than a

strong acid of 25 or 30$ for a shorter. Personally I am

accustomed to use a saturdated solution of oxalic acid

instead of mineral acid, and I find this produces a

sufficient, though seldom, complete, decolourisation

particularly when the GRAM process is combined with

carbol-fuchsin. The granulations\boo seem to stand out
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more clearly and distinctly when it is used.

The film itself ought to' he made with as little

manipulation as possible in order to avoid injury to the

bacilli and consequent distortion.

If these precautions be carried out, my experience

has taught me that many failures in staining can be

reasonably accounted for by defects due to the process

employed, thus I have frequently stained sputa where

the bacilli had in practically no instance retained the

fuchsin and the granulations appeared like short

chains of isolated red cocci, precisely that appearance

which denotes the first stage of granular degeneration
(10)

of BERGEL, or that of "red splitter" of SPE1TGLER. On

staining another specimen of the same sputum,however,

and taking all precautions regarding the cleanliness

of the slide, the fOsult was a perfectly stained film

showing none of the defects of the first. I desire, of

course, to draw no other conclusion from this than

that, occasionally, certain films may give appearances

which are in reality the fault of the technique,

and have no counterpart in the structure of the

bacillus. There seems to be no doubt that these

granulations may exist in an isolated foxva, but for

the reason given and others perhaps not quite so

frequently as is said. The granulations as I shall

show, are rendered more evident by GRAM and may exist
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without the apparent presence of a "bacillary body. A

comparison of the field stained by GfiAH with that

stained by earbol-fuchsia will quickly convince one

that such is the case, the bacilli appearing as deeply-

stained blue-black rods, or as rows or masses of granules,

and being very much more numerous that the carbol-fuchsin

stained specimen would lead one to suspect.

Whether, owing to failure in the staining by

carbol-fuchsin or to the paucity of the bacilli in a

given sputum, or in the selected portion of the sputum,

it is undoubted that a considerable proportion of

sputa derived from clinically clear cases of tuberculosis

of the lungs fail to reveal the presence of tubercle

bacilli. ^y own percentage of positive results in

all sputa by the ZISBL-UEELBEE stain varies from 66 to

69. The utilisation of concentration methods such as ;

antiformin, or saturated salt solution as recommended
(24)

by DAVIS of Hew York, has largely increased this

percentage, but it seems to me that this factor must be

taken into account in considering the question of the

existence of these granulations as independent entities.

It has, I think, yet to be shown that the employment

of strong alkali has no influence on the chemical

composition of the bacillus from the ooint of view of
(33) " (92) (3$ 94)

its staining reactions, although RITCHIE and others

have shown that the tubercle bacilli are acid and alcohol
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proof even after treatment with boiling ether, chloroform,

and so forth, and that their acid resistance is not impaired

by treatment with Meau de Javelle" or with 50$ liquor sodas,
(35)

and although certain staining processes,e.g. that of GASIS,

have been based on the resisting power of the granules to these

reagents. The conditions, for example, under which pure

cultures of the tubercle bacillus are grown are certainly

not such as may be presumed to exist in the body, and

it seems to me there is at least some evidence to show

that strongly alkaline and other reagents may occasionally

complete a disintegration which has been begun by lysins

and antibodies present in the blood and tissues of the

patient affected. In other words although bacilli may not

be found in a given sputum it may be because the selected

portion of the sputum happens to contain none, and the

selected portion bears only a very small proportion to

the whole mass, or because dissolution of the bacillus has

been produced by the strong reagents used, and not only

by lysins. Thus bacilli may be present in a sputum
case

though we are unable in a particular^to demonstrate
them.

But there are other objections to the use of the

ZIEHL-HEELSBI? stain as ordinarily employed. As a

counterstain one is accustomed t'o use methylene blue,
<»»•

either in strong aqueous concentration or as T.OWT.lTR' fit

a saturated alcoholic solution with caustic potash. But
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it happens that methylene "blue "belongs to that class

of stains which have the faculty of substituting
0^1

themselves in place of a stain already present. Thus

fuchsin is discharged from tissues by aqueous solution

of methylene blue, just as methylene blue itself

can be discharged by aqueous solution of vesuvin or

eosin. The second stain is said to substitute itself

for the first. Unless, therefore, the methylene blue

be used in very dilute solution the result may be

decolourisation of some of the less deeply-stained

bacilli, when carbol-fuchsin is used. Either then

methylene blue ought not to be used at all as

counterstain, or, if used, should be very dilute. It

has to be pointed out, however, that certain methods,
(13) 0b> (?S)

e.g.,those of von BETEGH, BERGEL, and LOEELER•*GIEL'SA,

require the employment of methylene blue, but not as

a counterstain but to demonstrate certain structural

elements of the bacillus.

Having thus considered in a brief way certain

difficulties and defects which seem to me inherent

in the ZIEHL-HEELSM process and which require to

be tahen into account in interpreting the results of

the method, I shall now proceed to discuss further

staining methods which have been employed for the

purpose of rendering more evident the granular and
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other structures of the tubercle bacillus. Such
(63)

selective stains, as they may oe called, may he used either

alone or, preferably, in combination with fuchsia.
(13)

Thus von BETEGH uses a solution containing a few drops

of LOEELER1S methylene blue with 2 or 3 drops of

fuchsin, and malachite green as counterstain. The

bacillus appears as a red rod, the granules being

dark blue or black. SEERGLER employs earbol-fuchsin

followed by' picric acid as a fixative. The film is

then flooded with iodine solution and exposed to the

vapour of weak osmic acid. Here the bacillus is

stained red in varying degrees and the granules black

or red.

The most generally used process,however, is that
(38)

of GRAM in one or other of its modifications. The

essential part of the process is the application

of iodine solution after the dye, and it is not by

any means a matter of indifference what the composition

of this solution shall be. . Several explanations

have been given of the action of iodine in staining

processes. Thus, it may be a chemical action as UlHfA

maintains, or it may be of a mechanical nature as

BRtfBITY states. According to UlTHA'S theory dyew of the

pararosanilin group can be bound by the iodine to

certain substances in the bacterial body in such
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(loq, no)
a way as to render them insoluble in alcohol. BRUDNY, on the

other hand, assumes a difference in the texture of various

bacterial cells, the GRAM-positive organisms being readily

permeated by the iodine solution which precipitates their
stain in the meshes of their protoplasm so that it is not

easily washed out; while the GRAM-negative organisms are of so f:
(<q)

fine a texture that the iodine does not penetrate them.

BENIA2JS, after crushing the cells of bacteria and yeasts, found

that the amorphous material so produced loses its power of

retaining GRAM. He concludes that the power of GRAM-

positiveness resides in the bacterial envelope which the iodine

somehow renders impermeable to alcohol after the stain has
(8)

penetrated. Whatever the theory of the action of the iodine,

it has long been known, of course, that the tubercle

bacillus belongs to the important class of organisms which

retain the GRAM stain. This applies not only to the granules

which particularly have the power of retaining GRAM but to

a lesser extent to the bacilli themselves, but the latter are

better demonstrated by carbol-fuchsin and hence the value of

a combined carbol-fuchsin and GRAM stain whereby the bacilli

are deeply-stained and the granules appear with great clearness

by the GRAM. The great difficulty with such a stain is to

obtain consistent results so as to make comparison useful.

The original GRAM method with LUGOL'S iodine solution is

sufficiently satisfactory where the GRAM alone is being used,
but I do not find that it yields the best results when GRAM

and carbol-fuchsin are combined to give a so-called
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structural stain, when it is desired to demonstrate in a

comparative manner, the granular constituents of the bacillus,

i#e# the typically GRAM-positive elements of the organism# Nor

do I find the process always improved by following the
(30

procedure of PONTES who allows the iodine to act for at least

5 minutes, renewing the solution so long as metallic mirrors

continue to be formed# I find a strong alcoholic solution

of iodine best of all and use the Tr# lodis Mitis of the

British Pharmacopoeia for this purpose# So the Tr# Iodis

Portis diluted 1 in 4 with 80# alcohol gives an approximately

equivalent and equally efficient preparation# Owing perhaps

to the penetrative power of the alcohol the granules are much

better stained as a rule, more clearly defined and blacker#

Shirty Seconds is sufficiently long for the iodine to act#

The most commonly used stains in the GRAM process are,
(75)

gentian, methyl, or crystal violet, as in the GRAM-NICOLLE,
(81 (iU3) (30 (40)

MU0H, HSRMAN, or PONTES processes# Decolourisation is usually

carried out with methylated spirit or with acetone-alcohol.

The former is quite satisfactory and has the present merit of

being very much cheaper# As an aid to decolourisation MUCH, follow

ing the GRAM-HICOLLE method, uses weak solutions of sulphuric

acid and hydrochloric acid (5# and 3# respectively) before the

acetone-alcohol# I must confess that the use of these acids

seems to me to make no material difference, and one may safely

employ up to 10 or 11# of either#

I do not, however, think it a matter of indifference which
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of the above-mentioned stains is used, particularly in the

combined method. HERMAN, and many others who have used his
(/a, u-i, 70)

stain, considers that crystal violet with \% ammonium carbonate

as a mordant is the most powerful for the purpose and was
. (81)

employed by him as long ago as 1889. MUCH uses methyl violet

and claims that it stains in an exclusive and distinctive

manner certain granulations which exist in the bacillus, but,

in a critical comparison of MUCH* S method with his own, HERMAN
&3)

in 1908 reaffirmed the superiority of the latter.

Gentian violet most probably owes its efficacy to the fact

that it seems to be a mixture of methyl and crystal violet.
(w+)

WHERRY, in a research on the chemical conditions favouring the

productions of "spores" in the tubercle bacillus, found that

the granulations stained deeply in order of intensity with

pyronin, toluidin blue, methyl green, neutral red, crystal

violet, etc. He does not give the method nor the concentration

of these stains, but I have found pyronin in 2% solution and

toluidin blue give very poor results when employed in the

usual way with iodine, certainly not in any way comparable with

crystal violet.

It has to be remembered, too, that in drawing comparisons

between the efficacy of different stains in regard to

particular elements of the bacillus, that different staining

results are produced by different methods of staining. Thus
(£>3>)

KRONBERGER has shown that when staphylococci and other organisms

are stained by different modifications of GRAM that the

results are very different. So if differential stains are
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used for the tubercle "bacillus the picrin method according

to SPEUGLER an® the carbol-fuchsin iodine method according

to KROHBERGER will give different shades of colour varying

"between light red and pale rose as regards the sheath of the

"bacillus, and from deep "black to red as reagrds the spores.

And, having regard to the interpretation placed upon these

findings, these varying results may "be of considerable im-
(79;

portance in clinical work, e.g. prognosis

Whatever method or modification of GRAM "be used the

"bacilli appear in the form of deeply-stained rods, or as

granular rods, or as granules, isolated, in rows, or in

masses, of a deep "blue-black colour. Just as the tubercle

bacillus shows characteristic grouping in the form of a V

and so forth when stained by fuchsin, so the granules show

similar characteristic grouping when stained by GRAM. When

fuchsin is combined with GRAM then the bacillary bodies are

stained more or less of a deep red colour, the granules as a

rule being blue-black and apparently embedded in the former.

But, so far as my observations go, the GRAM stain does not seem, t

to do more than demonstrate more clearly and distinctively

the granulations which can be seen when fuchsin alone is

employed. But certain granules have been described which are
(■58, /»■n)

neither acid-fast nor GRAM-positive. 3?or example E. KLEBS

describes three stages in the development of the tubercle

bacillus seen in cultures in liquid media, called "veil"
"white layer" and "yellow masses". In the first two no rods

can be demonstrated by the usual fuchsin method. Stained with
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methylene "blue fine particles, amongst which are rods and

granules, may he seen. Granules are seen in great numbers in

the "veil" while rods are more numerous in the "while layer"

and stand closer to the tubercle bacillus.
% C7^

HICHAELIDES has also described a form of the tubercle

bacillus which is negative , to GRAM as well as to ZIEHL-KEELSM,
(10, 9)

but takes the LOFFLER-GIEMSA stain, and BERGEL, in a recent

communication, describes as the typical degenerative process

in the granules a transition from a GRAM staining constituent

to an acid-fast constituent staining by fuchsin, to the ultimate

element of the granule which only stains by methylene blue.
(30

FORTES, using carbol-crystal violet after treatment with

carbol-fuchsin and following with LUGOL1S solution, found the

tubercle stained red with violet-coloured granulations therein

and separated from one another. His method is practically a

combined fuchsin and HERMAE and was originally devised for the

differentiation of tubercle bacilli from pseudo tubercle

bacilli, the latter being stained violet without the red border

and showing thich granulations.
(lo if)

SPEEGLER employs osmic acid vapour after a strong alcoholic

solution of iodine and finds that the bacilli are stained more

or less deeply red with fuchsin and the granules red, black-red,
or deep black, and states that the latter may be present

without a red staining bacillary body.
(k3,So, 57 60)

KIRCHENSTEIH, one of the most prominent of SPEHGLERfS

school, adopts SPEITGLER'S method of staining with slight

modification, and has based upon his findings an elaborate
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theory of the function of the granules to which X shall again

refer.

By modifying the osmic acid process somewhat KIRCHENSTEIN

also states that the isolated granule can "be seen to possess

an oute, thi, capsule-like layer of ectoplasmatic substance,

inside which a body of the nature of a spore lies. A similar

observation in regard to the granules demonstrated by the

ZIEHL-formol method has already been referred to as having

been made by ARLOING and BIOT who, however, express dubiety as

to these being really spores.

SPE1TGLER and von BETEGH state that they are able to
i

demonstrate the presence also of a sheath around the tubercle

bacillus, but other observers seem either to have failed to
.. (/£>)

find it or to have found it very infrequently. Thus BOHM states

that the sheath is easy to find when present, biifcj apparently
from the very fact that it is so seldom seen, it is not present

(it)
in every bacillus, while ACS-KAGY says that the sheath is only

present in robust bacilli which appear to be of the bovine type,
W»

BOHUI himself waB not able to demonstrate the sheath in a

sputum rich in slender bacilli and concludes, therefore, that

the bacilli of the true typus humanus do not contain it, or at

least that none has yet been demonstrated.

The staining process which I myself prefer is that with

HERMAN1S solution of crystal violet and the Tr. IOdis Mitis of

British Pharmacopoeia, for I am of opinion that the crystal

violet has an additive effect to the fuchsin when the stain

is combined with ZIEHL-HEELSEN. Neither this method, however,
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nor any other that I know of seems to stain the sheath

distinctively though most seem to do it occasionally. When

stained it appears as a dark-red outline enclosing a less

deeply-stained hacillary substance in which the granules

stand out very clearly. Sometimes the sheath and the

granules Aeem alone to be stained and in this case stand out

sharply inside the sheath without any apparent connecting

substance. I differ from Bohm in holding that the sheath is

always present though it may not always be demonstrable. If,
OcO

as BERGEL, states, and as is most probably the case, the

sheath is merely a derivative of the bacillary waxy material,

then, possessing the properties of the latter, it will stain

more or less as the latter and differentiation of such a

delicate and minute structure, except perhaps through failure

of the bacillary substance to take the stain deeply, will be

generally impossible. It is true that when the sheath of the

bacillus is seen the bacilli are usually of the short, thick

type, the humano-brevis of Koch, or the typus bovinus, but,

none the less its existence must be postulated in all cases,

its demonstration only being uncertain for the reasons which

I have given. The sheath probably continues around the

granules and plays, according to KIRCKENSTEIIf, an essential

part in the development of the "sporoids" into typical
& 57)

bacilli.
■

, (93)
An appearance which has been described by RODES as

occurring in the polynuclear cells of the sputum, where the

phagocyted bacilli may occasionally be seen surrounded by a
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f •

capsule very much, "bigger than the "bacillus it encloses and

less intensively stained than the latter does not seem to

correspond, so far as I have bfcen able to observe, with the

above-described sheath, or any appearance which can be found
" (97)

otherwise in sputum. It should be stated, however, that SCHROH

has described certain round, oval, or elliptical bodies, the

largest exceeding greatly the tubercle bacillus in size and

staining deeply by carbol-fuchsin but not by GRAM, which he has
t

seen in tuberculous tissues, especially glands, quite
023, SQ)

frequently. They are believed to be involution forms of the

tubercle bacillus. I have occasionally met with these or

similar forms in the sputum, although there may be some

difficulty in distinguishing clearly such appearances from those

presented by keratin or other material, not infrequently found

in the sputum and acid-fast to fuchsin. Sometimes also one

notices small masses of bacilli of a round or oval shape and

staining deeply by fuchsin, whose real nature can only be with

certainty revealed by the use of a double stain, by which the

apparently homogeneous red mass is resolved into a number of

separate bacilli with clearly-defined granulations.

The existence of isolated granules in sputum has been very

widely discussed of recent years following MUCH. The latter

uses methyl violet in his modification of GRAM, although, as a

matter of fact, he has advocated three different methods, the

first with aniline water gentian violet, the second with methyl

violet B.H. and LUGOL, and the last with methyl violet and
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iodide of potassium dissolved in 2^ hydrogen peroxide#

Nevertheless he seems to be under the impression, notwithstanding

these rather varied methods of staining, that his results are

distinctive and not obtainable by any other process. MJCH

grounds his observations on the fact that, in examining the c

caseous masses from the lungs of cattle, he was able to show the

complete absence of tubercle bacilli therein by the usual

methods. These masses, however, when implanted into guineapigs

were found by MUCH to cause typical tuberculosis, typical

bacilli being recoverable in the lesions and capable of being

grown upon suitable culture media. MUCH sfc ates that his

particular method of staining is able to demonstrate organisms

of the following types which are not acid-fast»-

1 Deeply stained blue-black rods.

2 Isolated blue-black granules.

S Groups of granules.

4. Granular rods.

These statements of MUCH'S regarding the specificity of his

stain and "granula" as they are termed by him have been the

cause of prolonged and even embittered controversy. SPENGLHR

claims that MUCH has merely rediscovered and demonstrated in

an imperfect manner, owing to the fact that he does not use

picric acid, the granulations which he himself previoully

described under the name of "splitter". MUCH denies that his
CO)

granula and the splitter are identical. BERGEL seems to effect

a reconciliation between the two points of view by stating

that they are merely different stages of disintegration of the
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granule. ^ »

BABES, on re-examination of the question recently, comes

to the conclusion that MUCH1S granula are no other than his

metachromatic granules which he demonstrated long prior to

SPENGLER'S discovery of the splitter, and no doubt equally

good claims to priority in this respect could be made by

ERNST, BUTSCHLI, FISCHER, MEYER, and others in respect to
(17, 26, 2?)

their "sporogenic granules" "volutine" etc, to say nothing

of those authors who consider that the granules are simply
(in, in)

artifacts, not that these observers could claim priority in

respect to the "particular findings in the tubercle bacillus,

but that the granules in the latter are merely examples of

those cell-inclusions which had been found by them in other
, (17)organisms.

MIRTH*S claim that his granula can only be stained by his
. C2/)

particular method, or methods, seems to me quite untenable.

I have never seen anything of a granular nature made manifest

by MUCH* 8 method which could not be equally or even better

shown by others. HERMAN himself, afWr re-examination of the

question and comparison of his own with MUCH'S method, asserts

that crystal violet will show whole rods where MUCH*S only
(IS)

shows granules, while BITTROLITF and MOMOSE, In a detailed
013)

comparison of the MUCH, WEISS-MUCH, and the ZIEHL-NEELSEN

methods, came to the conclusion that no other form of the

tubercle bacillus could be demonstrated by MUCH'S method

than by ZIEHL. The material examined by these authors was the

particular material in which MUCH had found only granules or
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granular forms and no acid-fast "bacilli, for example, the pus

from cold abscesses and tubercular glands in man, and other
i

tuberculous material from cattle, pigs, and rabbits, as well as
*Jr

pure cultures of the tubercle bacillus. They also showed that if !

5% carbolic acid were allowed to flow bwneath the cover-slip

and over the granule as stained by MUCH1S method, that the granule

could be seen to change into a short, blue-black rod.

The question of interest is how far these granules have an
(73, 88")

independent existence outside of the bacillus. MUCH'S claim

that they may appear thus isolated seems to me, in a number of

instances at any rate, to be merely an assumption which is

adduced as proof. Because his particular method does not stain

the bacilli in all cases is obviously a reason why it shows

isolated granules, but no proof that the bacillus which contains

them cannot be stained by other methods. The typical rows of

granules which one sees in a MUCH preparation, or, indeed, by

any modification of GRAM, must be held together by some

connecting thread, otherwise it must be supposed that they

would separate and no longer occupy their characteristic

position, and both BERGEL and KIRCHENSTEIN have shown that at

least connecting strands of baeillary substance can often be

demonstrated between the supposedly isolated granules. , v

(6) (95)
MAny authors, amongst them BAMDELIER and ROEPKE, ROSENBLATT,

call attention to the caution which must be used before the

granules demonstrated by MUCH1S method can be accepted as
(To)

tubercular in origin* MACALISTER, in a comparative study of the

methods of HERMAH, MUCH and OASIS, gives the following figures
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as indicative respectively of their relative accuracy as

compared with ZIEBCL-HEELSEH (the efficacy of the latter "being

expressed as 100), viz:- 100*0, 96*66, 69*23^ and states

further that this series of films from sputum did not afford

any independent evidence of a type of tubercle "bacillus

demonstrable by MUCH1S method which would not be shown more
(V. n)

satisfactorily when stained according to ZIEHL-KEELSEF• In

view of certain remarks I have already made it may be of

interest to call attention to the comparatively lowly place

occupied by OASIS' method, which depends on treatment of the

bacillus with alkali* (v. fr>-11-13).

Other authors, however, (see numerous references given in
(74)

HEADER'S paper) affirm and support the contention of MUCH that

these granules may be found isolated in material which contains

no true acid-fast forms* But many of these papers show that,

along with these isolated granules, were found a varying

proportion of acid-fast forms, a result which seems to me to

vitiate any conclusion drawn from the presence of isolated
... (K>)

granules. BOHM points out very clearly the fallacy which

underlies such experiments of MUCH'S and WIRTHS' who injected

material in which they were unable to demonstrate acid-fast

forms, only granules, into animals, obtaining thereby a growth

of ordinary acid-fast tubercle bacilli. The fallacy consists

in this that, obviously, only a very small part of the

material was used and bacilli might easily have been overlooked,

sufficient at least to have reproduced themselves in the

animal. So that, if acdd-fast bacilli are found even in small
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proportion in such material (see WIRTHS, LIER, BOAS and

DIT1EVSEN) it is probable that a more comprehensive search

would have revealed acid-fast forms in all, and, in my opinion,

if a more powerful stain like crystal violet had been used, in

many instances at least rod forms would have been found instead

of only granules. The point, however, which MUCH makes is that

his particular method of staining shows granules where no

acid-fast forms can be demonstrated. The obvious reply to that

is that other observers have, in similar material, found a

varying proportion of acid-fast forms present, and that a more

extended search would probably have shown them to be present in

every case. To say that, from the examination of the most

minute portion of such material in which he has found none,

there is therefore a "complete absence of acid-fast forms" in

the whole, seems to me a sweeping and quite illogical contention.

But there are other difficulties which bear upon the

identification of these isolated granules for, as has frequently
k

been pointed out, they may be mistaken for cocci, precipitates

of stain, dust and debris of sorts, nor, in the opinion of

some investigators, does the use of antiformin, which dissolves

the cocci and leaves the granules untouched, altogether solve
(33, 70)

the problem. The difficulties of identification become even

greater, as I shall have occasion to refer to later in this

paper, when one is dealing with sputa from patients who are

suffering from fibroid and chronic forms of tuberculosis of

the lungs, or with sputa derived in whole or in part from the

mouth or upper respiratory passages with their varied and
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abundany flora.

As has "been stated MUCH, WIRTHS and others believe that

the granules may, under favourable circumstances, develop into

true acid-fast bacilli, and that, as the number of granules

lessen in an injected animal, so the number of acid-fast forms

increase. Further, on injecting a pure culture of acid-fast
forms into an animal, WIRTHS found that these decrease as the

MUCH forms increase. Hence the granule arises from acid-fast

bacilli and, under certain circumstances, bacilli may arise from t:
(7)

the granule. In opposition to this view, however, BEHRIMG and
(AS)

DEYCKE consider these granules to be products of the degeneration

of the bacillus, as proved by their presence in greatest

number in the sputum of chronic phthisis, cavities, cold

abscesses, and cases where one has to do with degenerative

processes, and it is to the chemical agencies set in motion

during these processes that the tubercle bacillus loses its

acid-fast properties and the MUCH'S granule, which is not acid-

fast, remains.

It seems to me, from many observations, that the majority

of these granules, particularly those so characteristically

arranged in linear form and rows, are accompanied by a

bacillary body which may or may not be stained according to the

particular method employed.. For if C-RAM, in the form of MUCH'S

or HERMAN'S process be employed alone, then many isolated

granules, singly seldom, usually in rows or masses, are to be

seen, although identification in every instance may not be
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easy. If, however, carbol-fuchsin "be combined with the above,

then isolated granules become the exception, unless they are

present as "splitter" of which I shall say more presently.

It can thus be presumed that where MUCH*S method shows only

granules that the combined method will show granular bacilli,

and characteristically disposed bacilli and clumps as shown

by the latter will appear as rows or masses of granules by the

former. As, in my opinion, crystal violet has a distinctly

additive effect to the carbol-fuchsin in staining the bacilli

(perhaps, as suggested by HERMAN, on account of a selective

action of the mordant, ammonium carbonate, on the substance

of the bacillus) so one practically never sees, when it is

employed in combination with ZIEHL-NEE1SEN, isolated single granul

granules, or in rows or masses unless, possibly, these latter

be in the form of splitter. According to SPEITGUR his picrin

osmic acdd vapour method shows masses of granules in all

stages of transition, from being clearly within a bacillary

body to lying isolated in larger or smaller masses. These

isolated granules or masses of granules are SPENGLER'S splitter

bodies. In his view these granules become isolated as the

result of degeneration and disintegration of the bacilli

containing them, and they themselves may undergo degenerative

changes leading to their total destruction and disappearance

from the sputum, or, on the other hand, they may undergo a

process of progressive metamorphosis into young and small forms

of typical bacilli. The regressive or degenerative changes

which take place in the bacillus result in the latter losing
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its capacity to retain earbol-fuchsin unless, and this is the

essence of SPENGLER'S process, the latter "be fixed "by picric

acid. Without at present entering into a discussion of this

theory it may be remarked that his method is open to certiin

objections. Nevertheless it has certain merits. It has been

objected to on the score of complexity and the length of time

required to carry it out but, compared with the method of

WEISS-MUCH, which requires from 12 - 48 hours and may afterwards

cause further difficulty by the thick and tenacious precipitation

of stain which occurs, SPENGLER^ method only requires a few

minutes. But whether a stain requires a few minutes more or

less is of no importance when the method is not done solely as a

diagnostic measure but in order to reveal details of structure.
(ii 0

VAN GIESfiN has pointed out the difficulty, in distinguishing

in cases where osmic acid is employed between isolated splitter

and fatty droplets present in the sputum. Such droplets may

be derived from food material or from degeneration of the

alveolar cells, from which, also, they are not seldom found

isolated. It is not always easy either to distinguish

between masses of small cocci and the splitter although the

former are often much larger than the granules. But I have

seen on many occasions masses of typical splitter in sputa

derived especially from cases of chronic tuberculosis of the

lungs and cavities.

The difficulty of distinguishing the granula of MUCH or

the splitter of SPENGLER increases with the disappearanee of
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typical tuberculous sputum and the greater admixture of foreign

sputa. In the case of sputa derived from a diep-seated

tubercular focus in the lung there is very often only a slight

contamination with secondary organisms, such as are found so

abundantly in sputa derived from the mouth or the upper

respiratory passages, or where the sputum has been allowed to

remain for a time after it has been expectorated. And in

proportion as a case of tuberculosis of the lung loses its

typical sputum and comes to contain more of these secondary

organisms in the course of its progress towards healing, so here

the specificity of a stain would find its most valuable

application. Unfortunately it is just at this point that the

results of these stains lay themselves open to doubt and

misinterpretation. This is particularly the case with isolated

splitter or granula. When acid-fast forms are demonstrable in

the sputum side by side with these bodies the latter need only

be accepted as confirmatory of a diagnosis already satisfactorily

made by carbol-fuchsin, whereas he would be a very bold man

who ventured to diagnose the existence of tuberculosis from the

presence of isolated granules alone, unless they be arranged
(6)

in the attitudes typical of the tubercle bacillus itself.

It is a question, too, how far the results obtained by

a complicated process, as SPENGLER'S undoubtedly is, are to be

accepted as correct. That the changes in colour which, in the

view of SPENGLER, arise from degenerative changes in the'

bacillus whereby it loses in whole or in part its acid-fast

properties, are always due to this cause I have reason to doubt.
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Vhen one considers the extreme minuteness of the tfrbercle

"bacillus and its structure, and the powerful action of the

various chemical reagents employed in demonstrating them, it

seems not at all remarkable that some "bacilli should show

differences in the way they have taken the stain. Defective

staining, in other words, and not defective "bacilli may, at any

rate occasionally, he the cause of the changes of colour

produced "by the stain. Many specimens, however, show remarkably

few defects of this sort, and I find that I obtain better

results from carbol-fuchsin and crystal violet than hy any of
(joLf-S)

the other methods which I have tried.

SPEHGLER'S method has two advantages which ought to be

mentioned, the first being that, on account of the very complete

macroscopic decolourisation, a very thick film may be used,

thereby increasing the chances of finding bacilli, and the

second that, by avoiding methylene blue as countei-stain and

making use of picric acid instead, which is a diffuse and not

very powerful stain, the red bacilli show, up most distinctly

on a pale yellow background. But I am of opinion that this

method does not demonstrate more "bacilli than the method I

favour, particularly if weak solutions of methylene blue only

be used as counterstain. Splitter, too, are well-stained by a

combined ZIEHL-HEELSEN and HERMA1T.

The following solutions are required:-

1. Carhol-fuchsin.

3. Saturated solution of oxalic acid.

3. HERMAlT'S crystal violet and 1% ammonium carbonate.
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These two should "be freshly mixed before using in the

proportion of one part of the former to three parts of the

latter. The mixture will remain quite satisfactory affefer

standing for 24 or 48 hours provided it he covered so as

to prevent evaporation of the alcohol and contamination

with the carbon dioxide of the air, causing precipitation

of calcium carbonate and great loss of staining power. It

is thus important that the ammonium carbonate should be

made with distilled water and kept in a tightly-stoppered

bo t cl e.

4. Tr. Iodis Mitis, B.P.

5*. LOPPLER'S methylene blue.

Q. Methylated spirits.

The following are the details of the process.

1. Clean slide by placing first in commercial hydrochloric

acid, transferring to ether-alcohol, and drying with a well-

washed, fat-free cloth.

2. Pick out 3 or 4 small portions of sputum, mix together

with a platinum needle on the slide, and by means of another

slide make a thin and even film with as little manipulation as

possible.

3... Pix by allowing to dry in the air, and then passing

cautiously through the flame.

4. Carbol-fuchsin heated to faint steaming and allowed to

remain for two minutes.

5. Tash with tap-water and then flood with oxalic acid for
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about a minute, and wash.

6. Crystal-violet, 2 or 3 minutes without heating.

7. Wash, then Iodine solution for 30 seconds, and wash.

8. Methylated spirits to decolourise , renewing if

necessary.

9. Wash and f&ood with weak methylene "blue, off and on.

10. Press "between filter-paper and dry in the flame.

The film is examined directly with an oil-immersion lens and

artificial illumination, the "bacilli appearing red and the

granules "black, or "blue-black against a pale "blue "background.

Although some films decolourise quite rapidly, others require

a considerable time and repeated application of methylated

spirit. This difficulty is also occasionally met with when

using MUCH'8 process "but not so frequently, due, I take it,

to the more powerful action of crystal violet and the

alcoholic Iodine, as compared with the methyl violet and the

weaker LUGOL. When satisfactorily decolourised the dilute

methylene blue acts very rapidly, but no! infrequently films

are met with which, after decolonisation has been pushed to

the utmost, remain of a pale blue or reddish tinge and these

require no counterstain, Par from the faint violet background

obscuring the red-stained bacilli, it rather enhances them,

and the black or deeply stained granules stand out in such

cases with almost startling distinctness and definition.

Inasmuch as the bacillary bodies can be stained, as HERMAN,
PONTES and others have pointed out, by crystal violet, it
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would appear that the latter has almost an additive or

intensifying effect upon the carbol-fuchsin. Unfortunately

the preparations made in this way are not permanent and fade

very rapidly. This depends to some extent on the thoroughness

of the washing, and the preparations will last longer if, after
the application of the iodine, washing he continued for at least I

5-10 minutes.

When stained hy this method the "bacilli appear as more or

less homogeneous rods in which, apart from the granules, it is

impossible to demonstrate any structure, network o± otherwise.

Certain "bacilli, hut only comparatively few in a preparation,

appear to have lost this red, homogeneous staining. In such

cases, however, the outline of the bacillus is marked hy a

somewhat deeply-stained, occasionally almost black, border

■tfich constitutes the containing sheath or. outer limiting

membrane of the bacillus, and this, though not always

demonst5able, is no doubt present in every bacillus. Its

existence is still a matter of controversy. The granules

appear as deep red to black, the latter being most frequently

situated at the poles of the bacillus. They stand out as

clearly-defined, spherical bodies, in diameter usually a little
(&)

greater than the breadth of the bacillus. Those bacilli which

show what may be termed interpolar granules or -medullary

granules, vary considerably i)t length, the granules themselves

being as a rule less distinctly black, that is, brownish and

not so. clearly defined as the pelar granules. Certain bacilli

appear to possess only one granule which, situated generally
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at the pole, constitutes the so-called "drumstick" form;
others may show a single granule occupying the middle og the

bacillus, although, sometimes, careful observation under the

high power of the microscope will show that this apparently

single granule is in reality two, indicating two drumsticks

in close approximation at the granules with apparent fusion

of the two granules into one. A few "bacilli in some films

may show no granules at all. Now and then a polar granule

may be seen close to, but clearly separated from, its

appropriate pole, but this effect is quite evidently due to

the granule having been torn from its place during the

manipulation of the film. Segmentation,of the bacillus is

also occasionally seen, the bacillus then appearing to be

divided into several short segments, a clear, more or less

quadrilateral unstained space separating each of the segments.

Such segmentation, however, is often more apparent than real

and may be due to the fact that the granules have failed to

take the stain and that the segmented portions of the bacillus

are in reality two or three separate short bacilli. The

bacilli are often slightly curved, and may be found

aggregated together in small or large masses of very

characteristic appearance. The bacilli in these masses are

usually short, show distincfe polar granulation, and are

disposed towards one another in parallel fashion, line on top

of line with their granules meeting towards the middle of the

group and the other polar granules forming a series of
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deeply-stained, closely approximated points at the top and

"below. Sometimes these groups are arranged in the form of a

cup or a V, each arm of the V "being composed of a large

number of separate "bacilli. This parallel disposition of the

"bacilli in mass is apparently characteristic of young "bacilli

and only occasionally do the "bacilli themselves show interpolar
(118)

granulation. WOLBACH and ERNST have noted this parallel

arrangement of the "bacilli in an early stage of pure cultural
*

growth, an observation which I can confirm with cultures of

human, bovine and avian tubercle. The polar granules stand

out very clearly in these masses and there is often , as I

have stated, a complete absence of medullary granulation in '

the constituent bacilli. Polar.granulation is very characteris¬

tic of the tubercle bacillus, as has been noted before, although
(1$)

BITTROUT? and MOMOSE seem to refer it particularly to the avian

type. In my view, unless this characteristic be borne

steadily in mind, one is liable to misinterpret the appearances

seen under the microscope. I shall have occasion to return to

this question when I come to deal with, the reproductive

function of the granules.

The masses of bacilli thus described differ markedly

from the more or less fortuitous arrangement of the bacilli in

clumps produced by the action of agglutinins and the like.

Thus, other groups of bacilli containing as a rule fewer

constituent organisms appear to be arranged less symmetrically,
the bacilli in them lying disposed towards one another at all
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angles, the crossing of the individual "bacilli taking place
(it8, Q.b)

frequently at a granule. This may give rise to an appearance of
(3^,2,2)

"branching and, unless one is working under very favourable

conditions, it may not be easy or even possible to separate

the different bacilli. The interpolar or medullary granules

vary in size from the faintest, barely appreciable, shadowing

to a fully-developed, spherical and blackly-stained granule.

Hot infrequently they are oval or somewhat square in shape.

The most diverse forms of the tubercle bacillus are

generallj? seen in those sputa which contain the organisms in

largest number.

Further, by this method of staining one is able to

demonstrate, as readily as by SPSNGLEE'S, masses of granules

which seem to be identical with tfche "splitter" forms.

These show as reddish purple dots, many of them, however,

showing faintly blue by the counterstain. On a very few

occasions I have been able to see in the midst of these masses

deeply ded-stained bodies resembling diplococci which can be

resolved into aggregates of very short bacilli with deeply-

stained polar granulations. I consider these to he identical

with SPEIIGIER'S "kleinste Stabchen".

Great care is necessary in interpreting the results

which one obtains by this method, as indeed by any other.

There are some points to- which I desire to draw attention.

1. It is advisable to use a good source of

artificial illumination, the light being thrown by means of

a oullseye condenser into the substage condenser of the

1
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microscope. The substage condenser should "be of the immersion

type with a high aplanatic aperture, and "be capable of exact

adjustment to the optical axis. Continental, especially-

German microscopes, are useless for this work. I work with

Watson's holoscopic lenses, condenser, 2 mm. objective,

numerical aperture, 1.37, and a 5 eyepiece as searcher, and

a 14 to magnify the detail. The unique advantage of the

holoscopic eyepiece is that it is adjustable for different

tube-lengths, and a comparatively wide range of compensation is

made available in the simplest manner.

2. One has to bear in mind the regressive nature
(fclo)

of the stain used.

I have already referred to this point but it will bear

repetition that as neither the staining of the tubercle

bacillus nor, within limits, the subsequent decolonisation

is checked at any stage of the process, it is inevitable that

defects inherent in the method employed should occasionally

manifest themselves, and this may perhaps explain variations

in the sta.ining properties of the bacilli or granules, as well

as the fact that a small number of the bacilli may show no

granules at all, or why granules, well-stained and quite

characteristic, appear isolated and independent of a bacillus,

if indeed they ever do. I do not, however, assert categorically

that these forms are never met with for that would be a

false statement to make, but there is no doubt whatever that

results vary according to the process used and the care with
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which it is carried through, and on the cleanliness of the slide

Apart from certain well-marked varieties of the "bacillus,

there are few apparent defects which cannot he reasonably

accounted for hy defects in the process employed.

It is not to "be expected that any single slide will show

all the different types and characteristic structures of the

tubercle bacillus; many slides maat be examined for this

purpose.

This question - how far defective staining due to

avoidable causes is responsible for apparent defects in the

structure of the bacillus- seems to me to warrant more

attention than has. been paid to it. This is the more important

as so many theories have "been "based upon the appearances met

with as the result of staining hy different methods, and

there is so much divergence of opinion in regard thereto.

I intend to touch quite briefly upon a few points which seem

to me to be of interest in this respect.

I have noticed, for instance, that the presence of a

large number of secondary organisms in a sputum, micrococci,

streptococci and so forth, are not infrequently the cause of the

tubercle being badly stained. Hot always however, as I have

seen excellently stained bacilli in the midst of myriads .of

secondary organisms. I should doubt, therefore, if such

defective staining under those circumstances is due to other

than what one may call artificial or mechanical interference

with the staining process, nevertheless it is interesting to

note that SHAHMON found "sporulating" forms constantly
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occurring when a particular saprophytic strain of tubercle

bacillus was grown with a certain strain of bacillus coli, the

association, of organisms thus explaining, in his opinion, the

occurrence of these forms of the tubercle bacillus in old
(lib)

pulmonary cavities. Very frequently in sputa which come from

the mouth or upper respiratory passages, or in sputa which

have been allowed; to remain for some hours or days without

examination, one finds secondary organisms present in the

greatest number, and if tubercle bacilli are also present

they often assume the form of isolated granules, arranged in

rows and stained of a reddish colour. But this is by no

means always to be accepted as proof of the degeneration and

disintegration of the organism, for it has happened to me

on staining several specimens from such a sputum taking every

precaution as to the removal of grease and so on to obtain

a film perfectly stained, showing characteristically stained

bacilli and granules. It is obvious that any interpretation

based upon the results of staining the earlier films would

have been fallacious. Thus there is a danger of confusing

the results of imperfect staining with appearances which are

regarded as evidence of disintegration.

It is instructive to notice, according to my observations,j
how many films in succession one may stain which contain no

other than typical forms of the bacillus. The presence of

an occasional bacillus in these films showing as a row of

red iish granu3.es, or segmentation may be evidence of a
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degenerative process or, on the other hand, it is as lilcely

to he evidence of a failure in the staining process. And

this is so even where, according to the theory of phagocytosis,

one would expect to find abundant evidehce of destructive

processes. As a matter of fact many of the bacilli which

apparently have "been encapsuled by the leucocytes retain the

stain exceptionally well. One finds ample confirmation of
07 t>

LO^slEHSTEIiP S observation that the appearance of the bacilli

under these conditions, i.e. phagocytosis "does not seem to

warrant the conclusion that they have suffered any damage
.♦ / 03)

therefrom." Both LOTTMSTEIIT and RODES, however, as well as

others have observed stigmata of degeneration in such bacilli,

since they appear in the form o.f streptococci with, seven and

eight granules in a row. Moreover it actually seems, from the
well-

not infrequent occasions when one finds small masses of stained '

tubercle bacilli in the leucocytes, showing the very typical

parallel disposition to which I have referred above, and
characteristic of young growth, that they have found the p

phagocyte a not unfavourable medium for reproduction. It may

be, however, that these appearances are due to very recent

encapsulation of the bacilli by the cell, before the processes

of disintegration have been visibly induced. Or they may not

he in the cell at all owing to the difficulty of determining

whether or not the bacilli are actually within the leucocyte.

Apparently there is no single sign, whether it he the

^igns oi degeneration just referred to, the presence of an
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unstained halo around the engulfed "bacillus., or peripheral

"bulging of the chromatin threads of the nucleus of the

cell, which is infallible. Streptococcus-like chains of

red granules may he seen as often, if not indeed more often,

outside the leucocytes as inside.

I desire not to he misunderstood. Disintegrative

changes occur in all dead organisms, and one must always
(96)

remember, as ROWLAKD points out, that in these processes we

are not dealing with actively living cells, and that the

well-stained, apparently typical bacillus is, after all, only

a dead organism and for that reason apt for disintegration

by the action of tissue-fluids and chemical agents. I am

simply trying to draw attention to certiin difficulties which

are frequently met with in staining sputa and which might

lead to false conclusions if care were not taken. The
ir

matter is one of considerable' importance and interest to the

practising physician, as somewhat elaborate theories have

of late years been based upon sputum findings and, particularly,

on the disintegrative changes which the tubercle bacilli

undergo. The prognostic significance of these findings is

very considerable, and may, when all possible sources of

error are removed, be of immense assistance in clinical work.

I shall touch very briefly on the degenerative changes

described by authors as taking place in the tubercle bacillus,

and will only premise that practically every change so

described can be reproduced at will if a greasy slide be used.
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(job)
KARZAGAIIiI and SCIALLERO have described the changes

■which, according to their observations, take place in the

tubercle bacillus up to complete disintegration in the bodies

of immunised rabbits and guinea-pigs. The process begins

with the formation of vacuoles in the body of the bacillus

which then acquires the streptococcus-like form. Such a stage

may persist for long or may go on to ultimate disappearance,

whereby the granules may preserve or lose entirely their
(q.io)

specific staining properties. Recently BERGEL has described

definite stages of degeneration of the tubercle bacillus

and the corresponding staining properties possessed by each.

Eor his experiments BERGEL selected the white mouse on

account of the great resistance it shows to tubercle.

Pure cultures of the tubercle bacillus were injected into

the abdominal cavity, the exudate, especially the mono¬

nuclear white blood corpuscles, being the medium through

which the disintegration of the bacilli was studied. His

results may thus be summed up:-

1. The fully developed tubercle bacillus appears as

a slender rod staining a uniformly deep red by ZIEHL-ITEET,SEIT,

and strongly acid and alcohol-fast owing to a mantle of

waxy material enveloping the whole bacillus.

2. Beneath this mantle is a dull red staining substance,

less acid and alcohol-fast and, embedded in it, dark red

staining granules both acid and alcohol-fast and derived

from the waxy substance, arranged in rows.
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3. These waxy, not always equally large, granules

form the outer layer of a still deeper granular layer,

staining violet-black by MUCH and in many places bound

together by delicate threads.

4. Beneath the last layer lies another composed

largely of a neutral fat which encloses the albuminous

nucleus (Kern) of the tubercle bacliius, stainable neither

by ZIEHL-HEELSEI! nor by MUCH but by the counter stain,

methylene blue, the appearance being that of a fine rod

with blue, often projecting granules.

Thus it appears, from the above researches, that SPEHGLER's

"splitter" are acid-fast bacillary parts or separate

acid-fast grahuies, not identical with MUCH'S and stain

red with ZIHHL-HBELSM, whereas the MUCH'S "granula"

are a further step in the process of disintegration and

no longer stain by fuchsin. MUCH'S stain is only

significant for that constituent of the bacillus which

no longer stains by ^IEKL-HEELSEIT, it does not represent

any special type of the tubercle bacillus but only

embodies a definite stage in its disintegration. The

last stage of the tubercle bacillus which can be demonstrated

before complete dissolution is the slender rod in which

are embedded the projecting granules staining by the

contrast stain, that is methylene blue.

■Whatever be the case in regard to the processes of

disintegration of the tubercle bacillus in the abdominal
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cavity of the white mouse I am "bound to confess that

I have failed to observe them in sputum, as divisible

at least into these clear and definite stages. Reddish,

violet and "blue "splitter" are not infrequently to

"be observed but I have never seen the bluish rods with

the projecting granules or any appearance which could

reasonably be construed as such.

However this may be, the .occurence of degenerative

changes due to phagocytosis as observed in human sputum

doe® not seem to me to afford very much assistance from

the point of view of prognosis. SPEiiGLER maintains

that phagocytosis is reduced to ,a very small amount
(e2.fi)

in sputa which are richest in bacilli. COIRT on the

other hand, showed that phagocytosis was most pronounced

in sputa which were richest in bacilli and that,

therefore, the intra-cellular position of the tubercle

bacillus gives no indication of the progress of the
C37) (100)

disease. GOGGIA and SCIAL1ER0 and MARZAGALLI consider

the presence of granular forms as of involutive and

chronic course and therefore of favourable import,
(aa)

whereas AUGEU considers that neither agglutination

nor change in the staining intensity or damage to the

form of the bacillus has nay prognostic significance

whatever. And there for the present the matter must

rest, as a detailed discussion of the phenomena of

phagocytosis in the sputum, involving, as it does,
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careful consideration of the work of METbCMIKOEf1 and

V/RIGET and hosts of others, would be beyond the scope
(* 77l

of this paper. it has been necessary to touch

briefly on the subject 'in so far only as it seems

to throw some light on the morphology of the bacillus,

from my own observations I can only conclude that in

any given sputum the evidences of disintegration

of the bacilli either within or without the lencocytes

are so few and so uncertain as to make any conclusion

drawn therefrom almost valueless, for, as I have

shown, faults of technique may reproduce exactly the

very appearances which are supposed to be characteristic

of phagocytosis, when one can be quite sure that the

bacilli are definitely inside the cells. In any case

the proportion of obviously degenerated bacilli to

well-stained organisms is very small even one when/takes

into account minute variations in staining which may,

or may not, be the fault of the bacillus. Moreover

these variations, when they occur are not necessarily

to be laid to the charge of phagocytic processes or to

other influences, such as Lysins; they may be, and

probably are, indicative of the changes which naturally

occur in the bacillus in its progress from youth to

maturity, and from maturity to decay. And so a

comparative diminution in the numbers of the bacilli

in the sputum may be due to two causes. Eirst
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to the influence of the "body tissues and secretions

which act "by producing disintegrative and degenerative

changes in the "bacillus. Second, not to processes which

lead to increased destruction, "but to causes which

prevent the reproduction of the "bacillus. In such a

case the "bacillus, by reason of the medium in which

it is growing being less favourable to it than it was,

is no longer capable of reproducing itself in such

numbers as formerly, and this may explain why it is

that one finds in so many sputa only occasional

evidences of clear disintegration processes.
(•5/)

KIRCHENSTEIH has stated that just as a gradual

increase of the numbers of the bacilli is a progressive

change so a gradual lessening is a regressive phenomenon.

A rapid actual fall in the number of the bacilli would

mean a rapid onset of conditions in the body which would

in all probability lead to^degenerative changes in the
s *

bacilli or prevent their reproduction. As apparent but

not an actual fall in the number of the bacilli may be

seen, though seldom, in an "Outburst" of inspissated

sputum from a small cavity. On the whole, however, the

numbers of the bacilli in a given case tend to vary

within quite narrow limits and clinical observation has

clearly established that the number of bacilli has no

definite prognostic significance.
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3. One other point to which I desire to call

attention is the difficulty which arises in interpreting

the appearances which one finds in examining tubercle

bacfl-li under the microscope by reason of the fact that

the bacilli do not by any means all lie in the same

superficial plane but have a spacial arrangement. They

lie above and below one another and cross in all

directions. Granules, for example, which afjpear to

be single, are often in reality double, as careful

manipulation of the light and the fine adjustment will

enable one to make out. For this reason also bacilli

may appear foreshortened or, by virtue of their curved

form, lie underneath other bacilli. This may,

occasionally at least, explain the forms which appear

to project slightly beyond a polar granule, the

"Fortsatz" form of KIRCKEHTSTEIH. Owing to this effect

also, granules sometimes appear to be very close

together,when, as a matter of fact, they are really

separated by a wider interval or may actually belong

to other bacilli. Some at least of the bacilli which

appear to contain projecting granules do not actually

contain them. *t may happen that a comparatively

small bacillus with polar granules is lying somewhat

obliquely upon another, or it may lie closely pressed

to the other bacillus and in each case the appearance
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will "be that of a long bacillus with two or more

projecting granules instead of there being at least

two bacilli lying in the fashion I have described. Only

prolonged observation of a large number of slides will

enable one to appreciate the effects of foreshortening

and spacial arrangement of the bacilli. Besides these

methods of staining to which I have referred other

processes, which depend for their efficacy in demonstrating

the granular structures of the tubercle bacillus by

impregnating them with a silver salt, have been
(12.0) (!fi

recommended by YAMAMOTO and von BETEGH. Neither process

seems to me to give satisfactory results chiefly on

account of the annoying black precipitation which is

deposited on the film (this perhaps applies more

particularly to the former process) and the very coarse

effect which silver-impregnation or deposition processes

always produce,and, in addition, the difficulty one has

in distinguishing the bacilli and the granules from

the mass of blackened background. As to the latter

process I have had extreme difficulty in obtaining the

Rodinal solution and have used Aaol instead which gives

good enough results but the process is, in my opinion,

most unsatisfactory. Von BETEGH'S process,however,

is referred to in a recent paper by MILLER who also
(78)

gives illustrations of his results. I can only say

that as regards most of these I have never seen
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anything resembling the majority of them in any

sputum stained "by any process which I have tried. It

seems to me quite evident that, if these illustrations

are accurate, the silver impregnation process is much

too coarse to give satisfactory results.

I shall now proceed to discuss shortly a few of

the theories as to the nature and the function of the

granules and to consider from a biological point of

view the associated changes which are supposed to occur

in the bacilli.

It would be beyond the scope of this paper to

enter minutely into a discussion on the chemical

constitution of the bacillus. The reult of many
&o)

researches,(for which see papers by BULLOCH and McLEOD,
(qi) (IS) (3/) (g/T (q, id) (g0) (7o/)

RITCHIE, DEYCKE.ROUTES.MUCH, BERGEL, and many others)

may be summarised thus shortly. According to MUCH'S

"Schema" the tubercle bacillus contains an albuminoid

group and a mixture of fatty substances. The former

contains a toxin and albumin, the latter a neutral

fat with a fatty alcohol, and a fatty acid lipoid.

The ectoplasmatic sheath or outer limiting membrane

consists of fatty acid lipoid substance, the endoplasm

being derived from it. This waxy material which forms

the homogeneous limiting membrane of the bacillus is

insoluble in cold alcohol but soluble in ether, and
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probably continues to form the outer layer of the

granules embedded in the bacillus. The inter-granular

substance corresponds to the fatty acid constituent

of the tubercle bacillus which is soluble in cold alcohol.

MUCH'S "granula" seem ultimately to contain an albuminous

substance and a fatty substance apparently a neutral

fat, confirmed by the fact that it is fast to anti-formin .

and particularly by ARONSOHEPS discovery that, by

completely freeing the tubercle bacillus of fat by

means of Trichlorethylene, the granules are no longer .

acid fast, nor do they retain the MUCH. The innermost

nucleus of the granule is also probably albuminous in

nature but of unknown composition. The only point

to which I would like to call attention is the

prolongation of the limiting membrane around the granules,

for this is essential in order to understand the theory

of development which KIRCHEHSTEI2? has elaborated.

I intend to deal in this concluding part of

my paper with certain theories as to the function of

the granules and the mode of development of the bacillus.

1. It has been held that these granules are simply

artifacts, the result of a complicated staining system

or of the process known as plasmolysis.

A classical instance of the former may be

found in the controversy which has raged round the

existence of the granules demonstrated by ALTMAHH,
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"by a very complicated process, in almost all the cells

of the "body. Some of these may he products of the

activity of the cytoplasm others may he cell-organs with

special metabolic functions,hut sometimes they cannot
QoS)

he demonstrated at all.

FISCHER maintains they are simply artifacts.

Under the influence of plasmolysis, polar granulation

may, in certain bacteria and under certain conditions, he

demonstrated. As to the process called plasmolysis I
(86)

quote the following from MUIR and RITCHIE. "When a mass

of protoplasm surrounded by a fairly firm envelope of

colloidal nature is placed in a solution containing

salts in greater concentration than that in which it

has previously been living, then by a process of osmosis,

the water held in the protoplasm passes out through

the membrane and, the protoplasm retracting from the

latter, the appearance of vacuolation is presented. How

in making a dried film for the microscopic examination

of bacteria the conditions necessary for the occurrence

of this process may be produced and the appearances of vacuola
*

tion and, in certain cases, of POLKOREER may thus be

brought about".

In view of facts which must be admitted in fcegard

to certain appearances met with in staining the tubercle

bacillus it seems to me somewhat difficult to state

categorically that the granulation is neither an
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artifact produced by a rather complicated system of

staining, nor a manifestation of the physical phenomenon

of plasmolysis. Nevertheless it is probable that the

granules are not so to be accounted for. One would

expect in such a case to find an irregular grouping of

the protoplasmic masses, "quite a different thing" as

ROWLAND says "from the orderly arrangement and regular
(90

sequence of events to be witnessed in a normal cell".

Moreover it is probable that the granules would show

evidence of shrinking rather than the opposite,whereas,

as it happens, they seem (particularly those to be found

at the poles of the bacillus and others occasionally

in the interpolar protoplasm) to be too large and
(72)

well-defined to be explained in this fashion. Occasionally

bacilli may be met with, from which, in consequence of

rough manipulation in preparing the film,polar granules

may be seen to have broken away or been torn away, and

they give a very distinct impression of having formed a

definite constituent of the bacillus. Nor are these

granules demonstrated by a single staining process only,

they are demonstrable by many methods and their

appearance is by most of these processes clear and

characteristic. Many of the interpolar granules, however,

are not so well defined; they are often small, do not

occupy the whole breadth of the bacillus and appear
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to be embedded in it. But even they may bejexplained
without having recourse to Plasmolysis.

°n the whole I am of opinion that the complexity

of the staining process and the effects of plasmolysis

do not invalidate the existence of the granules as

distinct constituents of the bacillus, performing a

definite function of theii own, whatever part these

processes may play in causing alteration in them or

modification.

2. The granules may be metachromatic in character.

If by metachromatic be meant that the granules passess

a distinctive staining reaction then I do not think they,

are metachromatic. They stain by many different dyes,

characteristically becoming deep violet or black with GRAM

or its modifications or reddish with carbol-fuchsin,

whereas the chief property pessessed by the metachromatic

granules is that of staining red with many blue or violet

stains and, after fixation have a strong affinity for

so-called "nuclear" stains. Biologically the metachromatic
granules are probably non-living (metaplasmie) reserve

material,i,e, stored-up food substances, and it has been

established that they are not a constituent of the living

protoplasm. They are transient, non-living elements
()

of the cell. Nor are they an index of the virulence

of the organisms containing them. It will be remembered
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also that BABES identifies these bodies -with his

"metachromatic granules" (BABES-ERNST granules) found
*

in many bacteria, and often distinctly polar in position.

He states that MUCH'S process demonstrates no more
than he himself was able to demonstrate years before.

ME"£ER considered these granules, to which he gave the

name "Volutine" as being of the nature of reserve

proteid, one of the Hiree groups into which he classified

cell-inclusions. They appear to be identical with
07)

BABES-EREBT granules. BRANDT has studied the granules

present in certain bacilli, particularly those which

are of a fatty nature and considers that their function
(3fo (<?<?)

is to act as oxygen carriers. GAUSS and SCHUMBURG

believe that they vary with the reaction of the culture

media and have nothing to do with virulence and the latter

does not find that the presence and quantity of the

granules go hand in hand with the severity of the

clinical course of the disease. GRIIME draws a very

clear distinction between the granules themselves and

the bacterial fats which are found in the form of droplets

inside the cell-body and form a reserve material utilised

in spore formation for the building up of the spore.

Notwithstanding these statements I do not consider that

the granules in the tubercle bacillus are merely

reserve material and that, therefore, they have little

or no biological significance. I consider them to be

an essential constituent of the living organism and
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that they play an important part,under certain imperfectly

understood conditions, in its reproductive activity.
(7- /6)

3. BEHRING and others look upon the granules as

products of the degeneration of the bacillus.

The proof given of this statement lies in the

fact that they are found in greatest number in the sputa

of cases of chronic tuberculosis, in cavities and cold

abscesses, very advanced and highly febrile cases, and

that, since the longer bacilli may contain as many as

12 - 14 or even more granules, they are, therefore,

involution, i.e..degenerative forms.

I do not consider this point of view tenable

having regard to my opinion, which I shall further

discuss, that they are active participants in the re¬

production of the bacillus, and that one must draw a

distinction between degeneration of the organism and

its progress towards maturity.

4. The granules may be spores or sporoid in
(if.% 101, Q? tfc)

character. This view goes back to the very discovery

of the tubercle bacillus, \7hen KOCH himself was able to

demonstrate in it the presence of clear, unstained

compartments, which he considered to be of the nature
*(97)

of spores. SCHRON as early as 1886 described the method

of reproduction of the tubercle bacillus as taking

place by spore formation, the early tubercle bacillus

being a torula chain whose granules receded during
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development from each other leaving a connecting hand,

the intercellular substance of the bacillus being a

product of the granules formed through their apposition.

These granules are set free by regressive metamorphosis

as spores which enlarge to form mother-spores with

capsule and contents. The fine granular contents of the

mother-spore3 become daughter-spores which burst the

capsule and leave the mother-spores either separate or
('/$)

as a torula chain. Since then SPJ3HGLER and others,

particularly KIRCHMSTBIIT, have very exhaustively

reconsidered the question, and have come to the conclusion

that these bodies are truly spores. The evidence

against them being spores, may be summed up in a few

words. They do not look like spores; two or three or more

may occur in one bacillus; They have not the regular

spherical or oval appearance that true spores have, nor

do they stain by the usual methods employed to stain
O07)

spores. Purther, if spores, they would break away

from healthy bacillus and no one has yet observed this,

and true tubercle bacilli would develop from them. MUCH

in his later studies on the "granula" refuses them hg± any

but a bioloical significance, which is against them being

spores. He and some at least of his school maintain

that these bodies are not the most resistant form of

the tubercle bacillus; that they precede the bacilli in
*

the life history of animals; that they are easily killed

be heating to QO*C, and thatthey are more easily
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destroyed "by chemical means than the bacilli, nevertheless
'

(52)
MUCH himself, as KIRCHE1TSTEI1T points out, has shown in

earlier works of his, that, by heating in a steriliser,

the bacillus disappeared and only the GRAM staining

granula were left; that by prolonged action of organic

acids the same result followed and that, when the granula

were gone, then was dissolution of the tubercle bacillus

complete. Moreover MUCH and WIRTHS have stated that

under suitable conditions granula apparently give rise

to typical bacilli. SPEHGLBR maintains that spores are

not all equally resistant so that his "splitter" are

bodies which may possess the function but not necessarily

the resisting power of the classical spore. A more

serious objection to these bodies being spores may be found
(98)

in the nature of the process of spore germination. To
W

quote from Mc PARLAHD,"When a spore is about to germinate

the contents, which have been clear and. transparent

become granular, the body increases slightly in size,

the capsule becomes less distinct, and in the course of

time splits open to allow the escape of a young organism".
(98)

According to ROWLAND also, the spore after being fully

formed escapes by means of a breaking across of the

cell-case leaving two cup shaped receptacles. So far

as my observations go I have never seen anything which

resembles such a process taking place in connection with
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the granulations of the tubercle bacillus nor do I

understand that feither SPENGLER or KIRCHS1TSTSI1T admit

this to be the developmental process by which "splitter"

become bacilli. Further, the formation of spores takes

place when the conditions for rapid multiplication by

fission are no longer good; the mission of the spore, in

other words, is to preserve the species when the conditions

otherwise are unfavourable for this purpose. But there

is some evidence that the production of granular forms

of the tubercle bacillus may be greatly increased when the

organism is grown under certain chemical conditions. Thus
("0 jy

WHERRY, or growing the tubercle bacillus in media which con¬

tained 2% of propyl alcohol as the source of the necessary

carbon and ammonium chloride as the source of the

nitrogen, found that the growth so produced was twice

as extensive as that produced in media containing methyl,

ethyl,or other alcohols, and thatthe bacilli show;ed numerous

intensely-staining granules.This seems to show at least

that if the condition were favourable for the production

of granular forms of the bacilli, they were not favourable

at the same time for the growth of the bacilli themselves.

If the granules were truly spores, one would have

expected a decreased growth of bacillary forms. The same

author, however, has shown that some attains of the

tubercle bacillus when grown with carbohydrates instead

of alcohol &ave an excellent growth. Thus, with laevulose
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and mannite he found many acid-proof rods present,

larger, longer, and thicker than "by the propyl method,

a great proportion of them containing 1-4 large or

small acid-proof granules. Also there were present a

largeljaumber of reddish "black or blackish, rounded and
ovoid bodies which appeared like free spores, further

("8)
WOLBACH and ERNST pointed out that these deeply stained

bodies occur in young rapidly growing cultures and conclude

therefore that they are concerned in the multiplication

of the tubercle bacillus. These authors are inclined

to believe that they are true resting bodies which by

growth and division yield new individuals and are not

for that reason degeneration products.
• 0Lh)

According to the opinion of von BETBGH segmentation

of the protoplasm takes place as the bacillus matures,

forming clear spaces in which oval granular transparent

spores are found. But, if this were so, these bodies would

surely be absent from the young tubercle bacillus, whereas

according to the opinion of those whom I have just

quoted they are characteristically present in young

rapidly growing cultures. The fact too that these

granules are very distinct at the poles of the young

tubercle bacillus is also against this opinion of

von BETEGH. As a matter of fact the bipolar granulation

of the tubercle bacillus occurs so frequently and is so

evident in spite of the presence of other interpolar

t
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granules that one is tempted to consider it a characteristic

of the organism, and nowhere does it seem more

characteristic than in the clumps and masses of short

bacilli disposed in parallel arrangement. And WOLBACH

and ER1TST have again shown that such masses and clumps,

with the appearances I have described, are already

typical of a first week's growth of both bovine and human

tubercle bacillus. Segmentation of the bacillus, as

referred to by von BETEGH may also result, as SPMGLER

and KIBCHENSTEIH have shown., from too strongly heating

the carbol-fuchsin, producing partial solution of the waxy

substance of the sheath and hence decreased staining

capacity and easier decolourisation. MUCH, it may be

pointed out, had already shown that heat might cause the

disappearance of the bacillus.

To sum up, the evidence against these granulations

being spores is very strong or, if they are spores, then

they are not of the classical type for

1. They do not stain by the ordinary
methods of staining spores.

2. They are not specially resistant to heat.

3. They do not appear to germinate like
true spores.

*

4. They are multiple.

5. The conditions favourable to their
production are not necessarily unfavourable
to the growth of the hacilli.

The most detailed theory in favour of the sporoid
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character of these granules, is that of KIRCHEHSTEIE,

the "basis of which had already "been laid "by the researches

of CARL SPEEGLER. These authors classify the forms seen

in tuberculous material as;

1. Progressive or developmental forms.

2. Regressive or degenerative forms.

Between these limits there lie the "splitter"- forms

of SPEEGLER including the isolated ""black splitter" and

"red splitter" in rows or masses. These "become the

"germinating splitter" which are the first growth forms

in the developmental series of the tubercle "bacillus.

Prom these arise the young forms, that is, the shortest

or smallest tubercle "bacilli, not infrequently seen

together with, the "splitter" which ultimately grow into

the fully developed bacillus. The regressive changes in the

bacillus are marked by the appearance of (l) Injured forms,

(Bacilli whose sheath has been damaged) which are gradually

transformed into; (2) Chain-like forms by loss of

sheath substance ("splitter rods") of SPEEGLER, and MUCH'S

"granula" (3) "splitter masses" which arise from

agglutinated bacilli, the "splitter rods" tending specially

to agglutinate and to give rise in this way to "splitter

masses". The granules which appear in the bacillus are

really "growing spores" and their development may be

watched in the bacilli from the earliest, barely visible

trace under the highest powers of the microscope, to
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full fruition when, "by lose of sheath substance,they

"become isolated as "splitter".

The splitter forms may "be destroyed in time "but some

may go on to germination and thus to further development.

The conditions which favour spore development in the

tubercle bacillus depend on the exhaustion of the medium

and exhausted cultures contain the largest numbers of

disintegrating rods as well as sporoids. Then sub-culture

induces a developmental metamorphosis,. The first

change indicating growth in the sporoid is swelling and

lengthening which shows the beginning of the sheath

substance capable of taking the fuchsin stain. Probably

the isolated granule possesses an outer thin capsule-like

layer, the spore lying inside. This layer becomes thicker and

developes into the acid-fast substance of the sheath,

thus giving rise to the youngest forms. Therewith grows

increase of substance by the reception of fluid through

imbibition and foodstuffs. If the spore develope on

both sides then there are pointed continuations to be seen

on each side. The germinated spore now decreases and

becomes round, sharply defined and black,the continuation

being pale red, and the whole appearance that of a

drumstick. The "kleinste stabchen" are the further

development forms of the spore and sometimes show at

both ends a deep red or black granule, and may be found

in agglutinated masses. The young rods are nearly double
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the length of the latter, whereas the latter differ little

in length from the germinated spore# They contain three

to four spores and through growth in length and thickness

are developed into the deep red and homogeneous fully-

developed "bacilli# Higher magnification, i.e. to 2500,

will show the scarcely visible enclosures also in them

which "become gradually more evident as the sheath "becomes

gradually more damaged.'
The essence of this theory, it will he seen, lies in the

fact that reproduction of the bacillus does not take

place by fission and that the apparent division forms are

simply the 'early stages of spore formatfmw^ It is

impossible for me within the limits of this papefr f«$ren
if I had all the material at command) to attempt to

criticise or discuss in great detail this theory, but

certain objections may, in my opinion, be reasonably

brought against it:-

1. I feel convinced from many observations by many

methods that all is not splitter that seems to be, not is

it wise to lay too much stress upon the occurrence of

isolated granules. The splitter masses which one finds in

many sputa, developed from masses of agglutinated bacilli,

are frequently very much larger than the masses of such

bacilli which one ordinarily finds in sputum, and the

individual granules themselves, when one has the opportunity

of comparing them with the granules present in bacilli
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and lying close to the splitter, will he seen not

infrequently to "be very much, larger. Further, all

transition forms "between these and perfectly evident

cocci, or perhaps fungus growths, may "be observed.

The difficulty, as I have already stated, is accentuated

"by this fact, that those sputa in which splitter are to "be

found most abundantly, are precisely those which are no

longer typically tubercular. They are usually sputa which

contain a most abundant flora, such as one finds when

derived from the mouth or upper respiratory passages.

The splitter are not alone stained by SPMGLER' S picrin

method, but by many others, and by all these it is not

an uncommon thing to find masses of stain, precipitated

in a state of fine division, which might easily be

mistaken for splitter. The abundance of these splitter

forms in a sputum which is no longer typically tubercular,

would of course be reason for a good prognosis, but

all clinical workers are familiar with the fact that, as

a case of tuberculosis goes on healing, the sputum

loses to a large extent the formed elements which it

previously contained and becomes more and more mixed

with secretions of the mouth and so o'n. And it is just

in these cases that the abundant flora to which I have

referred may be found and be mistaken for the splitter

forms of the tubercle bacillus. As a matter of fact,
Hi

some of the best "splitter stabchen" and rows of red
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granules, may be seen in sputa which have been kept from

36 to 48 hours until they are to all intents and purposes

liquefied. Many of the bacilli show no granules, in

some the granules still retain a vestige of the GRAM

and others are red without any apparent connecting

thread of protoplasm between them. But I have never been able

to convince myself of the reality of rows of blue granules

or bluish rods with projecting granules, indicating

the further stage of disintegration according to BERGEL.

They may be,however, represented in many preparations by

masses of bluish splitter. In such sputa as I have

described the bacilli also show sometimes as very

slender, thread-like rods which may possibly indicate

solution of the substance of the bacilli, and segmentation.

These are all, undoubtedly, evidences of degeneration

of the bacilli and lend support to the statements of

others as to the processes of disintegration which are

manifest in bacilli which have been introduced into

the bodies of immunised animals e.g. MARZAGALLI and

SCIAJjLERO. But the conditions under which this

disintegration takes place are utterly artificial and,

so far as I can ascertain, are not reproduced in

ordinary circumstances. One simply does not see those

marked changes in the bacilli and granules in sputa

which are fresh and, even where only one or two bacilli
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are to "be seen in a whole slide, they are almost

invariably well-stained, and well-characterised organisms.

As regards the exceptional cases where they are met with

I have no doubt, for reasons already given, thatthey

are due to abnormal conditions which halpe no counter-part

in the body and are, without doubt, often due to greasy slide

or imperfect staining. One ought not to he satisfied

with staining a single slide which shows these

abnormalities but stain several. Only then, if the

appearances persist, should one accept the fact that

they are real and not due to such attifical causes as

I have mentioned. I can, therefore, repeat with

confidence that the diminution of bacilli in the sputum

is not so much due to processes which lead to their

disintegration and degeneration, but to processes which

prevent or hinder their reporduction.

2. The sporoid nature of the splitter granules does

not seem to account adequately, according to KIRCHEITSTEIiT' S

theory, for the development of the young tubercle

bacilli with their characteristic bipolar granulation.

It is true that one sometimes sees in masses of so

called splitter deeply stained, reddish diplococcus-like

bodies which although not clearly resolvable by any lens

which I have at my disposal, may possibly be actually

composed of a row of exceedingly short bacilli lying
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closely pressed against one another and tipped at each

end with its own particular granule. But I can only

conceive of this developmental form arising through

division of a granule into two and the growth of

intergranular protoplasm between them, further, the

infrequency with which one finds what I should call

abnormal bacilli, such as drumstick forms, forms with a

single central granule and so forth, is surely remarkable if tli

.these are developmental forms of sporoid origin. As a

matter of fact I am accustomed to note in the sputa I

examine the various types of bacilli met with, and in

only a small percentage are these forms predominant.

The majority of sputa contain bacilli of a clearly

definable and more or less easily described type. They

appear as shorter or longer, more or less well-stained

rods, often attached, or apparently attached, end to

end, or lying in the characteristic parallel or V-shaped

arrangement. They show characteristic, deeply stained

polar granules, with more or less distinct interpolar

granulation. The cases clinically considered are those

in which the prognosis is, so far as the physical

examination is concerned, neither particularly favourable

nor particularly unfavourable. Those cases whose sputa

contain abundant organisms together with these more or

less abnormal forms have usually been cases of distinctly

unfavourable outlook, but not of course on the ground of
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mere numbers alone. Sputa indeed according to ray

observations, may in general be said to be of six

different types.

1. Where the bacilli are mainly of the short type

with well marked black polar granules and more or less

numerous interpolar granules. The bacillary body stains well

as a rule and not infrequently shows the sheath or outer

limiting membrane very distinctly. The bacilli lie in

twos or threes together, either side by side, at an angle,

or forming an apparently long bacillus, but which with

careful observation can be resolved into a series of

shorter bacilli each with its appropriate polar granules.

This may be taken as the typical humano-brevis form

of KOCH.

2. Sputa in which the bacilli are of the above type

more or less but clender and comparatively long. In them

the granulations may be very numerous indeed, as many

as fifteen or seventeen, it is said, having "been counted.

Large numbers of granules like these are probably met with

less frequently than appears to be the case, inasmuch as

here again, carefuldbservation will sometimes be able

to resolve a lenghty organism into a series of shorter

ones. In this type the sheath of the bacillus is not

often distinguishable. This may be considered as the

Typus humano-longus of SPEHGLER.
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3. Sputa in which the "bacilli contain a certain

proportion, large or email, of "bacilli which take carbol-

fuchsin- deeply and in which the granules are by comparison

with the txvo previous types more abnormal, that is,

they may be met with occupying irregular positions in

the bacillus. For example, at one pole only, forming the

so-called drumstick form, or having a longer or shorter

acid-fast continuation. Sometimes the granule appears

central in. position although not infrequently this

apparently single granule may be resolved into two.

In this type of bacillus one sometimes also meets with

a terminal granule which appears to show a clear unstained

refractile area in the middle, as has already been

described by ARLOIxTG abd BIOT in a communication to which

I have already referred. This may in some instances be

a correct interpretation of afloat one sees, but from the

comparative frequency with which one finds two polar

granules very close or apparently very close together,

(for bearing in mind what I have said regarding the

spacial arrangement of the bacilli, these granules may

in reality be separated by a wider interval) it may be

that this small interval between two granules may give the

appearance of an unsustained area in the niddle of one.

Sometimes in a sputum containing bacilli of this type,

certain organisms appear to contain no granules. How far

this is actually the case or whether it depends upon
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some defect in the process of staining I am not prepared

to say. Cer-tainly in a well-stained preparation the

number of failures are very few, which is rather in

favour of the latter "being the case. Preparations

containing those "bacilli are frequently very striking,

the deep "black granules standing out with startling

distinctness from the "bright red of the bacillus. It is

not however to be supposed that these types which I have

described are to be found unmixed in any preparation,

they are merely to be taken as proportionately more

numerous one than the other in a given specimen, and

all types may be met with in the same sputum.

(d) Sputa which contain bacilli which are long,

slender, and appear to, or may actually, show branching

forms. Sometimes,however, in such cases careful

manipulation of the light and the focussing may show that

these apparent branchings are in reality independent

bacilli crossing each other "at different levels.

Sometimes one notices an appearance as if several bacilli,

each tipped with its polar granule, were growing from

a larger central granule. 170LBACH and ERITST in a paper

already referred to, have noted that in cultures of the

tubercle bacillus in brain substance, (but rarely in

the human variety) the presence of large round bodies

in branched bacilli at the point of junction of three
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"branches. I myself have seen such a large round "body

at the point of junction of five branches. ^o doubt the

variation in size and character depend upon some unknown

quality of the medium i.e. tubercular focus, in.which

the bacilli are growing, for these two authors found

that when the tubercle bacillus was grown on egg medium,

the type was that of short rods, whereas when grown on brain

the bacilli were long, filiform and branched, and that

one extreme couldbe changed to the other at once by

change of medium.

(5) Sputa in which the bacilli are more or less

aggregated into larger or smaller masses, disposed in

that parallel arrangement which seems to me so characteristic.

Most sputa contain a few of these masses but exceptionally

one meets with a sputum wherein single bacilli are hardly

to be met with at all.

(6) Sputa in which few or no typical bacilli can

be seen, but masses of splitter. I have shown a certain

amount of reason for not considering every such apparent

mass as true splitter. Some of them,however, do not appear

to admit of doubt that they are wjjiat SPEITGLER described

them to be.

All the granules which have been described are

considered by KIRCHE1TSTEI1T as sporoidal in character, those

in what I may call the medulla of the bacillus being

called the growing spores which, by a gradual solution
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more evident and separated from.it, and aggregate ultimately

into larger or smaller masses of splitter. These may

further disintegrate and disappear or, by a resuscitation

of activity, proceed to germinate and give rise to

new bacilli. Such an hypothesis seems to me incapable

of absolute acceptance, nor does it appear to explain in a

reasonable manner the very common multiple granular

form.

I am inclined to draw a very clear distinction

between the polar granules and the interpolar granules.

The latter seem to me to take an active part in the

reproduction of the bacillus, for the development of

a medullary granule may be observed, not of course on a

single slide, from its first faint appearance in the

protoplasm of the bacillus, until it appears as a large

round, sometimes oval, sometimes almost quadrangular

"body. Sooner or later, it can be resolved into two,

when the constituent bacilli then clearly appear with

their characteristic polar granules. Very frequently

the apparently central granule is seen where the two

adjoining bodies meet at an angle, thus, in my opinion,

indicating the commencement of that breaking off px^ocess'

which will lead to the separation of the bacilli. The

process seems quite obviously to be one of fission in
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which the granule plays an active part. Thus the presence

of multiple interpolar granules would simply he, if this

interpretation is correct, an index of the normal

reproductivity of the bacillus. Division goes on rapidly

in the bacillus through the formation and maturation of

these granules, resulting in the production of more or

less filamentous forms of the organism, which, when over-

stained by fuchsin or other dyes, will show as a single

long bacillus, sometimes curved, sometimes angled and

not infrequently marked, as we have seen, by a granule

at the exact point where the organism seems to change

direction. Such a granule may be rather different from

the other, for example, larger, oblong or oval showing

perhaps a little dimple to marl-c the early stage of

division beginning to form. Up to the point of evident

separation, these granules as well as the bacilli to

which they belong may appear to coincide, giving the

appearance of one comparatively long bacillus with three

granules,the third in the middle of the bacillus. Thus

can. be explained too, those bacilli which apparently show

projecting granules, for these latter can often times

be referred by careful observation to one bacillus lying

somewhat obliquely across another.

It will, be hardly useful to attempt to describe all

the varieties which are apparently produced in these Ways,

it is sufficient to say that, if the tubercle bacillus
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"be recognised as an organism which shows in a very large

number of cases distinctive polar granulation and that

if one hears in mind that the bacilli do not all lie

in the same superficial plane and that the medullary

granules are masses of forming or formed material in

all stages of active division, then the interpretation

of the forms we see will be facilitated. It may be that

one film will only show a few of the features that I

have described and many films may be required to

demonstrate with assurance, the whole of these features,

and mere description can never take the place of the long

continued and patient scrutiny which are necessary.

KIRCHEIJSIEIH' S statement that these granules are sporoid

in character and that they have nothing to do with the

process of division seems to me to introduce an

unnecessary complication and to avoid an obvious inter¬

pretation which explains almost every appearance met

with,according to my observations, satisfactorily and

reasonably. Are these granules to be considered as
(-2M / («?) . (<?')

nuclei?* The work of DOSKLL, of PBIAU, of ERA23IOWSKI,
(.37 M*)

and of DOUGLAS and DISTASO, has shown that a nucleus

is present in probably every bacterial cell. DOBELL

says that not a single bacterial species has been proved

to have been devoid of a necleus, although that does

not mean that the nucleus has been demonstrated in every
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individual case. This observer dealt with large bacteria

found in the intestinal canal of frogs etc, and found that

the nucleus is variable not only in different bacteria

but also at different periods in the life cycle of the

same species. It may be in the form of a discrete system

of granules, in the form of a filament of variable

configuration, in the form of one or more relatively large

aggregated masses of nuclear substance and so forth.

There is no evidence that enucleate bacteria exist and
V

the bacteria are in no way a group of simple organisms,

but rather a group displaying a high degree of

morphological differentiation coupled in many cases with

a life cycle of considerable complexity. There appears

to be no evidence to show what changes take place in the

nucleus, preceding division, but it is probable that the

process is not mitotic in nature. HtAZMOWSICE also states

that from certain bacteria and cocci studied it may be

regarded as absolutely certain that they all contain

nuclei and it is questionable if an enucleate living

organism exists. More recently still DOUGLAS and DISTASO

have stated that most bacteria particularly the small

forms possess distinct bodies which by staining properties,

both evolution and involution are nuclei, but that in

order to demonstrate them, very young cultures must be

employed. Working with anthrax bacilli these authors

y::: "■ , :■ '■ ..
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observed stages from the formation of nuclear masses up

to complete separation, the nuclei travelling to the pole.

The Chromatin of the nucleus becomes first of all diffused,

then it collects together, finally a clear space develops

in it, and in this clear space the spore is formed. It is

quite likely therefore in view of such observations as these

that the medullary granules at least of the tubercle bacillus

are nuclear in origin. I have, however, so far failed to

obtain good staining results with particular nuclear

stains, such as haematoxylin even when used in EEESER'S
(3d)

strong solution. This conception of the medullary

granules being really aggregations of living nuclear

material simplifies their study. Multigranular bacilli

are bacilli in a state of active reporduction and little,

if any significance is to be attached to their presence

other than this, and this conception seems to accord with

clinical facts. In all sputa containing tubercle bacilli

there are few bacilli which do not exhibit, at least

a trace, of medullary granulation, unless it be the short,

young forms, particularly aggregated into characteristic

masses which are frequently, but by no means always,

devoid of them, owing, if my interpretation be correct,

to their comparative immaturity. And however few the number

of bacilli may be in a sputum some will usually show one,

two, or more well-marked granules,which are not polar

in position. Naturally those sputa in which bacilli
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are vei*y abundant show an increased number of

multigranular forms, but it is only an absolute and not

a relative increase. *f the increase of multigranular

forms were an index that the resistance of the patient was

increasing and the prognosis was correspondingly more

favourable, surely the increase would be relatively

greater than in cases where the prognosis was not so

favourable. I have no evidence that this is so. Whatever

deduction is to be drawn from the presence of

multigranular forms, it can only be that of reproductive

activity and as reproductive activity is the prerogative

of every living bacillus it can bear no relation to the

clinical progress of the case other than that which has been

well established by experience, namely, that the presence

of the tubercle bacillus in the sputum is proof that

active tubercular disease exists, and that the case

may be favourable though the bacilli are very numerous,

or unfavourable though the bacilli are absent or few.

I am nit then in favour of the theory that these

granules are sporoid in nature. But it is otherwise

with the polar granules. After allowing for all possible

mistakes in staining or in interpretation, it seems to

me probable that these granules may exist in an independent

state and that, where conditions favour their development

they may give rise to new and typical bacillary forms.

And thus arise the less frequent forms of bacillus which
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are characterised "by having a granule at one pole only,

which show a more or less prolonged continuation on one

or "both sides of the spore according as to whether

development has taken place on one or both sides and so

forth. These I should call the more abnormal forms of the

bacillus. They seem,if ray observations are correct, to

indicate a geeater virulence and the sputa which show

them in greater or less proportion are from cases where

the prognosis is relatively less or more favourable. It

may possibly be that these polar granules themselves

actively divide and by the imbibition of water and

foodstuffs give rise, by the development of their enveloping

sheath, to a young and true bacillus. Such a mode of

development would explain sufficiently satisfactorily the

appearance of these masses of bacilli in parallel

disposition. This disposition, however, may be the result
(70)

of a sort of a "gliding" process, as MIEHE calls it,

whereby one bacillus slips past another and becomes closely

applied to it and follows its outline. This "slipping

past" or "gliding" movement is a peculiarity of the bacillus,

which in his opinion, arises from the plastic method of growth

of the bacillus. However that be, the origin of these

masses from splitter forms has been followed both by

SPEiTGLER and KIRCHEMSTEI1T and there the matter must rest.

The sporoid nature of these particular granules
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would also account for the appearance of these forms

which branch out like the spokes in a wheel, from the

central axle, if it he assumed that the spore is capable

of germination in different planes.

Moreover though relatively infrequently, one sees

bacilli which give a distinct impression of having

developed .by longitudinal and not transverse fission.

*t may be that further observation will show more

clearly, than seems to be the case at present, a clinical

correspondence with different type of bacilli found in

the sputum. Towards this end graphic representations
(s;)

such as KIRCHENSTEIH advocates, in which one records

the percentage of growing and germinating sporoids, the

number of bacilli, the percentage of actual leucocytes,

the percentage of intracellular bacilli, temperature and

other details, will prave, for this purpose, of extreme

importance, but such a study is as yet in its infancy.

Statistical investigation may also be able to play a

part for BR01HLEE in a communication on "Certain

considerations regarding the epidemiology of Phthisis

pulmonalis" has come to the conclusion that there

are three types of phthisis, the first of which specially

causes death amongst the young, the second which affects

the middle ages chiefly, the maximum suseepibility to

death in males, occurring about the age of 47 years, and
(is)the third which affects persons in old age.
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Only prolonged investigation and observation can show

whether there exist in the sputum corresponding types of

the tubercle bacillus. The researches of SPSTGLER and

his school have gone some way at least to solving some

of the difficult questions involved in such investigations.

Thus I consider that certain granules, i.e. the polar

granules may under certain conditions be found free; that,

by a process of division, in the normal course of events,

or by a process of out-growth of the outer membrane, these

give rise to bacilli of a normal type containing bipolar

granules, or to bacilli of less normal type with one or

more granules in conditions of abnormal virulence. The

young bacilli tend to aggregate into smaller or larger

masses with a characteristic parallel grouping. As they

mature, the bacilli lose this characteristic and in

them medullary granules appear which may be-of nuclear

material, through which division ultimately takes place

with separation of the individual organisms, each with

its bipolar granules. Granulation,therefore, is merely

an indication of reporductive activity and the fact that

where few bacilli only are present in a sputum, these

may show well-marked granulation is evidence that

processes leading to disintegration of the bacilli seem,

so far as the sputum is concerned, to be subordinate to

processes which prevent or hinder reproduction.lTevertheless^
such processes do occur occasionally with the formation
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of splitter, and isolated granules which, by division,

may again lead to the reproduction of typical young bacilli,

or,by solution, disappear altogether as an agent of

infection.

In concluding this paper I should like to emphasise

that it does not attempt to give more t&an a partial

solution of the many problems involved in the study of

these granules; a vast literature has grown up of recent

years around the subject and there is no unanimity on

any point. It has been my object simply to indicate

certain difficulties in staining and interpretation by

attention to which the solution of much that is now obscure

may be facilitated in the future.



SUMMARY . -----

(1) The tubercle "bacillus is an organism -which shows

certain irregularities in staining as was pointed out

first of all "by KOCH. KOCH considered the clear unstained

areas as spores.

(2) These unstained areas, as well 3,s others which appear

deeply stained can "be shown "by the ZIEHL-ilEELSElT or

other methods.

(3) Carhol-fuchsin is a regressive stain and has the

defects of its qualities in that it implies overstaining

followed "by differentiation and in neither case is the

process checked at any stage.

(4) Absolute consistency of results is therefore not

to "be expected and the loss of the acid-fast property of

the "bacillus may "be due to defects in technique and not

necessarily always to solution of the acid-fast substance

by the action of lysine and so forth.

(5) Objections are stated to the indiscriminate

employment of heat as a method of fixation of films, to

strong mineral acids as decolourising agents, and to

strong solutions of methylene blue as a counterstain.

(6) The importance of using a strong alcoholic solution

of Iodine and the composition of such are pointed out,

when one desires to obtain the best granular staining by

GRAM or some modification of GRAM.

(7) It is, perhaps, not a matter of indifference which

stain be used in the GRAM method, whether crystal violet



methyl violet or gentian violet, for different results

are shown "by KRONBERGER to follow when the same objects

are stained by different methods.

(8) The presence of a sheath or outer limiting membrane has

been occasionally demonstrated in the tubercle bacillus,

but no method appears to show it consistently. But it

must be postulated in every bacillus, and not merely in

bacilli of the humano-brevis type of KOCH or in the typus

bovinus.

(9) Reference is made to the capsules found by ROBES

around certain phagocyted bacilli in polynuclear cells

in the sputum and to the capsules of SCHROIT, and it is

shown that neither appears to be in any way identical

with the above described sheath of the bacillus.

(10) The specificity of MUCH'S method of staining and the

"Granula" found by it is contested by many authors, BABES

holding that they are identical with his "metachromatic

granules" and SPEEGLER with his "splitter". MUCH'S claim

also thatthe "granula" may be found in tuberculous material

from which acid-fast forms are "completely absent" is by

no means universally accepted, and reasons are adduced

to show how fallacious such a contention may he.

(11) The combination of carbol-fuchsin with MUCH or

HERHA1T, particularly with the latter on account, perhaps,

of its selective power on the substance of the bacillus,

reveals few granules in an isolated form; granules which

would appear isolated hy the GRAM method alone are now



seen to "be embedded in "bacilli, unless exception "be made

in regard to "splitter".

$.12) Emphasis is laid on the difficulty which arises

either by the GRAB! method or by the Picrin-Osmic-acid-

vapour method of identifying isolated granules and dis¬

tinguishing them from cocci and precipitates onthe one

hand, and fatty particles derived from food on the other.

(13) The advantages which lie in SPEIIGLER'S method are

that a thick film may be used and the bacilli stand out

clearly against the yellow background of the picric acid

used as counterstain.

(14) The writer's method of staining by crystal violet

is described in detail as he considers that the results

yielded by it are more consistent than by any other

method. Various types of bacilli are described as

stained by it and particular attention is drawn to the

occurrence of polar granulation, especially in young

bacilli, and the masses of bacillijarranged in parallel

disposition, aw characteristic of the organism.

(15).Points to which attention is drawn are:-

1.The neccessity of working with a good
lens and good illumination.

2.The necessity of allowing for defective
staining and the misinterpretation liable
to result unless this be done.
Faults in staining may give rise to just
such appearances as are met with in
disintegration of the bacillus and it is
pointed out that, in very many instances
phagocytosis in the sputum seems to have
little eifect on the bacillus in this



respect, though the researches of MARZAGALLI
and SCIALLERO, BERGEL and others are adduced to she
show the stages of degeneration of the bacillus
in immunised and other animals. But diminution
in numbers of bacilli may be due not only to
degenerative processes which, so far as the
sputum is concerned, is not of so much importance
as has sometimes "been ascribed to it, hut to a
lessened reproductive activity from whatever
cause*

(3) The necessity of te&ing into account the
spacial arrangements of the "bacilli and the
fact that they do not all lie in the same
superficial plane*

(16) Reference is made to methods of demonstrating the

tubercle bacilli and the granulations "by silver-impregnation

methods which are, in the writer's experience, unsatisfactory

(17) The chemical composition of the bacillus and the.

granulations is referred to shortly, the consensus of

opinion being that the bacillary portion is composed of

a fatty acid lipoid and the granules of a neutral fat and

an albuminous nucleus*

(18) The function of the granules is next studied in

greater detail and various theories are stated and

discussed*

1* That they are artefacts or the result of
plasmolysis.

2* That they are identical with the
metachromatic granules of BABES.

3* That they are degenerative products.
4• That they are spores,or sporoid in character.

(19) There is strong evidence against the granules being

of the nature of any of the above.

(20) KIRCHEiTSTEIlT1 S theory that the granules are bodies

oj. sporoid nature is stated. He considers the



granules in the "bacillus to "be "growing sporoids" which

"become more evident as the sheath of the "bacillus

"becomes more damaged# These sporoids then "become isolated

as "splitter" and may "be destroyed, or may proceed to

germination ("germinating sTjoroi&s") and "by increased

growth of the sheath, which is assumed to encircle the

granules as it does the "bacillus, give rise to young

"bacilli, these ultimately developing into the mature

forms.

(21) Thus the process of reproduction in the tubercle

"bacillus, according to KIRCIIE1TSTEI1T, is not one of

fission "but of development from "bodies of sporoid nature.

(22) Some objections to this theory are;

1. AH is not splitter that seems to "be.
2. The theory does not account adequately for

the development of the young "bacilli.
5. It does not take into acaount appearances

met with, which seem only explicable on the
ground of reproduction taking place by fission.

(23) Types of bacilli which are met with in sputa

may be thus classified;

(a) Short.bipolar and medullary granular forms,
i.e. the typus humano-brevis of KOCH.

(b) Long, slender bacilli of similar type,
i.e. the typus humano-longus of SPEUC-LER.

(c) Bacilli which show as the predominant
characteristic absence of granules,drumstick
forms, and more or less well-marked
prolongations beyond the granule.

(d) Branching forms.

(e) Clumps of bacilli disposed in parallel
arrangement.

(f) Splitter.



(24) In the writer*s opinion the medullary granules

participate "by division in the reproduction of the

"bacillus and it is quite unnecessary to grant them

the character of spores or sporoids. The polar granules

on the other hand, ere probably of this character and

give rise under unexplained conditions (perhaps those

which favour a more virulent type of organism derived

from, them) to "bacilli of less normal type.

(25) An exact correspondence "between the types of

"bacilli to he found in the sputum and the clinical

progress of a case is not possible at present, though

detailed enumeration of the types found in individual

cases together with other statistical studies may

achieve this end.



A P P E IT D I X.

Containing details of certain staining and other processes

referred to in the foregoing paper.

1. AREDS. (1)

Stain for tubercle "bacilli.

1. Crystal of fuchsin the sise of a millet-seed

is placed in a watch-glass with three or four drops of

absolute alcohol, thus obtaining a saturated alcoholic

solution. Add 2 or 5 c.c. chloroform whereby the

solution first becomes cloudy and then clears. After

the fuchsin sets the solution is ready for use. Stain

from 4 to 6 minutes while the chloroform is quickly

steamed.

2. Decolourise with the following:-

I-Iydrochloric acid 10 c.c.

Distilled water 260 c.c.

90% alcohol 750 "

3. Counterstain methylene blue.

2. ARLOIHG and BIOT. (2, 3)
Structural stain for tubercle bacilli. ~

1. Stain a thin film in the usual way with

carbol-fuchsin for 2 or 3 minutes.

2. Without washing decolourise with 25% nitric

acid followed by absolute alcohol, decolourisation to

be carried as far as possible.

3. Wash and flood with formol (40 vols) for at
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least 3 minutes.

4. TTethylene "blue as counterstain.

3. ASSIiAitCT-COHlI. (4, 22).
ffor phagoeyted bacilli.-

The sputum is taken 1 to 2 hours after expecto¬

ration and a drop of it is mixed with 0.6 - 0.85/ salt

solution so as to isolate the pus corpuscles better and

thin out the mucus. T7heth.er the fixation "be by the flame

or by methyl alcohol (3/4 minute) has no influence in

this respect.

1. Hot carbol-fuchsia 1 minute, then 5/

sulphuric acid and absolute alcohol till the specimen appears

absolutely decolourised.

2. Careful washing in running water for at

least half a-minute; press between filter-paper.

3. Allow to dry thoroughly, then cover with

40 drops of Tenner in a clean Petri capsule, taking

care that the stain does not run. over the edge of the

slide - 5 minutes.

4. Plood, while still in the capsule, with

20 c.c. distilled water and 5 drops of a 0.1# solution

of potassium carbonate; shake till the colour becomes

a clear violet. Leave 3 minutes.

5. Remove and wash quickly with distil:ed

water; dry carefully with filter-paper.
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6. Examine with oil-immersion lens the greater

part of the preparation and count several hundreds of

pus cells and "bacilli. ITote phagocytosis as

0 - very slight - slight - moderate - strong - very strong.

4. BBEffiA. (12)

Modified Herman's stain.

I.

The contrast stain is Mayer's alcoholic

carmine which, however, is not given "by the author.The

formula for Mayer's alcoholic Cochineal will "be found in

(64, p. 150, s. 236)
Cochineal 5 grs.

Calcium chloride 5 "

Aluminium chloride 0.5 gr

Hitric acid (s.g. 1.20) 8 drops

50$ alcohol 100 c.c.

1. I?ix in flame then Mayer's alcoholic carmine

solution - 10 minutes.

2. -Mash with hydrochloric acid alcohol, then water.

3. Herman's crystal violet as usual hut heated.

4. 10$ nitric acid for a few seconds, followed hy

95$ alcohol until the original carmine colour returns.

t:'
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II.

1. Crystal violet heated.

2. 10$ nitric acid followed "by 95$ alcohol.

3. Counterstain with the following solution

of Bismarck brown for 1 minute.

Bismarck brown ■ 2.0 grs.

95?j alcohol 60.0 c.c.

Distilled water 40.0 "

4. Hash and dry.

5. von SETEGH. (/3?
Stain for sheath of the tubercle bacillus.

1. jfix film over flame and flood with 15$
*

nitric acid and steam.

2. Hash and warm with a large drop of Loffler'j

methylene blue and 2-3 drops of carbol-fuchsin (or

equal parts).
3. Wash and decolourise with 60$ alcohol.

4. Hash and counterstain with, malachite green,

1-2 minutes.

II. ('*> .

Stain for spores of the tubercle bacillus.

1. Thin film fixed carefully over the flame.

2. Heat for at most one minute with a 5$ silver

nitrate solution to 80° or 90° C. avoiding boiling.
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3. A few drops of 50^ freshly- made watery solutio:

of rodinal for 20 - 30 seconds till the film becomes

"brown or "black-brown.

4. Wash and.dry.

The spores of the tubercle bacillus are alone stained.

To stain the bacillus

5. Carbol-fuchsin 1-2 sees without heating.

6. DOBELL. (26)
Take a drop of the medium containing the

bacteria and place it in the middle of a carefully-

cleaned glass slide or cover-slip by means of a platinum

loop. Place a drop of 1% osmic acid or 40^2 formol

beside it and then mix, spreading an even and thin

film. Dry without heat, then place in absolute

alcohol for 10 - 15 minutes. Remove and allow to

dry. Stain with Giemsa.

It is better to employ alcohol after osmic acid, and

is absolutely necessary affeer formol, because the

latter fixes protoplasmic structures without precipi-

tating them in an insoluble form, "^robably, however,

the alcohol used in the after-staining process would

obviate this, but it is necessary if watery solutions

of stains are used.
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7. DAVIS. (24)

I. Best antiformin concentration method.

Add to sputum an equal volume of anti¬

formin diluted to make 60$ aqueous solution. Digest

in hot-water "bath at 100 C till clear. Cool in

running water and add 3 c.c. alcohol-chloroform

solution (chloroform 1; 95$ alcohol 9) for every

20 c.c. in test-tube. Shake and centrifuge.

Fix smear with egg-albumin (egg-white 1; water 9;

chloroform to saturate).

Antiformin used - sodium hydroxide (15$ in water) 1;

sodium hypochlorite (U.S.P.) 1.

When made the film is stained by the Ziehl-Neelsen

process, 12 hours in the cold, or 2 minutes heated.

Decolourise with acid-alcohol (acid hydrochloric 1;

95$ alcohol 100). If cold stain used this will

require 15 sees and if hot 8 sees.

Counterstain Loffler's methylene blue - after cold

stain l/2 hour, and after warm 1 minute.

II. Simple concentration method.

Treat sputum with an equal volume of

saturated aqueous solution of common salt, shake

thoroughly and allow to stand for 6 hours. The

surface is then skimmed with a platinum loop and a

smear made. Davis says method possesses accuracy
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of 99%•

8. BISBHBERG .• (29)

I. Intensified Gram.

1. Carbol or aniline violet 2-3

minutes heated to steaming.

2. Lugol's solution heated (not too

strongly) 2-3 minutes.

3- Alcohol-acetone (Nicolle). or

Gunther's hydrochloric acid-alcohol to macroscopic

decolonisation-
\

II• Intensified Ziehl.

1. Carbol-fuchsin 2-3 minutes
' \

heated to steaming.

2. Lugol's solution as above.

3- Gunther*s solution as above-

III. Modified Claudius.

1- Carbol-fuchsin as above-

2. Saturated watery, solution of picric

acid heated 2-3 minutes.

3- Gunther's solution as above-

Eisenberg recommends Manson's methylene blue if one

requires a counterstain.

Many other methods of staining the tubercle bacillus

are detailed in the author's paper.
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9. DEESER. (30)

Strong haematoxylin stain for "bacteria.
1 Haematoxylin ' 3.0 grs.

Absolute alcohol 20.0 c.c.

Saturated solution of alum60.0 H

Alcoholic sol. of iodine 2.0 c.c.

After staining in the cold, wash with 50^ alcohol and

then in running water.

10. EOITTES»(31)

I. Stain for tubercle bacilli.

1. Stain as usual with carbol-fuchsin.

2. Decolourise with absolute alcohol 1

acetic acid 2.

II. Structural stain.

1. Ziehl-Heelsen as usual and wash

with tap-water.

2. Oarbol-crystal violet 2 minutes.

3. Lugol's solution of iodine until no

more metallic mirrors are formed, and allow to act for

least 5 minutes. (Heating Lugol*s solution may be

employed to shorten the process.)
4. Decolourise with acetone-alcohol

(equal parts) and wash.

5. Counterstain with methylene blue.
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11. GASIS. (35)

This structural stain for the tubercle

bacillus is "based on the resistance offered by the

organism to alkalis.

I. To differentiate between T.B., Smegma etc.

To 5 c.c. 1$ eosin solution

(eosin 1 gr.; abs. alcohol 5 c.c.; dist. water 95 c.c.)

in a test-tube add a small crystal of mercuric chloride

and heat till the latter dissolves. While still

warm pour on the fixed preparation and carefully

heat over a small flame for 2-3 minutes. Wash off

then 5$ watery solution of pot. iodide to decolourise,

$l/2 min) and then absolute alcohol, water and

lastly methylene blue (lgr in 100 c.c. water).

II. As decolourisation agent for absolute

differentiation of the tubercle bacillus use 2 gr

pot. iodide in 100 c.c. of 50$ alcohol with 0.5 gr.

sod. hydroxide dissolved in the solution. Counter-

stain with 1 gr methylene blue dissolved in 80 c.c.

water, to which add l/2 c.c. hydrochloric acid and 20 c.c

absolute alcohol.

1'

III• In order to demonstrate the granules

use more mercuric chloride and alcohol, and they are

proof against the addition of 2% sod. hydroxide as

decolourising agent.



12. GRAM-FICOLLE. (modified, v. 7$) .

1. Fix in flame, then methyl violet B.H.

(methyl violet B.N. 10 c.c.; 2% carbolic acid 90 c.c.)
warm for 2 mins.

2. Lugol's solution 2 mins.

3. Flood with 5% nitric acid for 1 min. then

with 5% hydrochloric acid for 20 sees.

4. Differentiate with acetone-alcohol (1 to 3)
three or four times renewed.

5. Wash with distilled water and counter-

stain with Bismarck "brown.

13. HATAIIQ. (40)

I• Structural stain.

1. Carbol-fuchsin, steam, leave 5 mins.

2. Wash, then 25% sulphuric acid for

10 - 30 sees.

3. 75% alcohol till colour disappesss.

4. Flood with filtered aniline \7ater

gentain violet and heat. Leave 3-5 mins.

5. Pour off, then Lugol's solution for

3-5 mins.

6. Decolourise with absolute alcohol and

counterstain methylene blue - 2 mins.
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II. Structural stain*

1. Flood with aniline water gentian

violet heated, for 3-5 rains.

2. Iodine 3-10 mins.

3* Absolute alcohol*

4* Carbol-fuchsin heated - 5 rains*

5* Wash, then 25$ sulphuric acid for

10 - 30 sees, followed by 75$ alcohol.

6* Methylene blue - 2 rains*

14. HERMAN (42 and 43).

Stain for the tubercle bacillus.

1. The film, fixed in flame, is flooded with

the folloxiring solution and heated till steam rises for

1 rain.

3$ solution of crystal violet in 95$ alcohol is

added to a 1$ solution of ammonium carbonate^ in the

following proportionSj 1 to 3, the addition being made

just before use and well mixed.

2. Decolourise with 10$ nitric acid for a few

sees and then with 95$ alcohol until the film assumes a

pale blue colour.

3. Wash in tap-water followed by distilled

water.

4. Counterstain eosin (l$ aqueous solution).
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15. ISHIWARA. (45)

Structural stain.

1. Stain with the following solution,

repeatedly heating:

The "bottom of a test-tube is covered with

petroleum ether and distilled water added till the

test-tube is threequarters full. After thoroughly

shaking, the mixture is filtered through a moistened

filter$paper and then 1/4 of the volume of carbol-
fuchsin is added (saturated alcoholic fuchsin solution

10 c.c.; carbolic acid 100 c.c.)

2. Decolourise with 2b% nitric acid - 2 sees.

3. Wash in 10% alcohol till colourless and

counterstain with saturated watery methylene blue.

16. KAUgMAhlT (47).

1. Carbol-fuchsin as usual.

2. DScolourise'with boiling water or at

98° - 99° C.

This method of decolourisation gives excellent results

when a combined stain is used.

\

17. KIRCHMSTBII). (48 - 57)
The various processes detailed in (47)

for treatment of the sputum will be found summarised

in Kohler (61).
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I. Structural stain.

1. Homogenise sputum with 10$ sodium

nitrate and stain "by Spengler's picrin method (q.v.)
without counterstain.

2. Wash out acid and alcohol thoroughly.

3. Methyl violet or Dahlia - heat to

faint steaming and leave 2-3 mins.

4. Wash and decolourise with 5$ alcoholic

(80^) pot. iodide solution for 10 - 15 sees. Preparation

should "be grey or bluish-grey.

5. Wash well - 5 to 10 minutes if a

permanent preparation "be required as iodine favours

decolourisation.

II. Structural stain.

1. Make an even film, facilitated "by

using a few drops of caustic potash or 5 - 10$ sod.

nitrate.

2. Pix cautiously in the flame and stain

"by Spengler's method (q.v.).
3. After washing, flood wet preparation

with

Iodine 2.5 grs.

Potassium iodide 1.5 n

80$ alcohol 100.0 c.c.

for 20 - 30 sees.
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4. Simply pour off the last.

5. 10-15 sees exposure to 0.25^

osmic acid vapour, "bringing the preparation rapidly

over the wide-mouthed flask containing it.

6. Wash for about 5 minutes in running

water till the yellowish colour has disappeared.

III. For phagocyted "bacilli.

Sputum is homogenised first ^7ith 10$

potassium ferroeyanide and then the fim is made and

stained as above, (v.47 and Ql).

In counting the bacillary forms 10 to 20 fields

are sufficient, different parts of the preparation

being utilised, but if the number of the bacilli be

small, 50 or more fields must be taken. Then plot

out the following data and compare:-

1. Take 100 leucocytes and note

percentage proportion of phagocyting cells.

2. Uote number of intra and extra¬

cellular bacilli and reckon the percentage.

3. Number of leucocytes counted in

50 fields.

4. Temperature.

IV. Stain for sheath of tubercle bacillus.

In order to demonstrate the capsule-like
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sheath around the granules the above staining process

is used, hut

1# Allow the iodine solution to act

from 50 - 60 sees.

2. 0.1 - 0.15$ osmic acid vapour for

20 - 30 sees.

18. LE BARON. (65)

Solution is made by saturating

97$ methyl alcohol with fuchsin and adding 5% carbolic

acid. The author Btates that this will stain tubercle

bacilli in 4 minutes in the cold.

♦

19. LOFFLER-GIEMSA. {!§)

Stain for non acid-fast forms of T.B.

A.

a. 0.5$ solution of malachite green

crystallised zinc chloride double salt.

b. 0.5$ solution of sod. arseniate.

c. 0.5$ pure glycerine.

d. Giemsa's solution.

1. Fix in flame (or alcohol-ether, equal

2. Flood with 3 drops of (b) and 1 of

33.

parts)•
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(a); warm till the preparation steams; leave I min.

3* 5 c.c. glycerine solution with 6

drops of Giemsa, three times heating to "boiling.

4. Wash with distilled water.

20. LUBIMOFF. (69)

Stain for T.B.

Fuchsin is combined with mordants such as boric,

salicylic, benzoic, formic, or other acid, thus

Fuchsia 0.5 gr.

Boric acid 0.5 "

Absolute alcohol 15.0 c.c.

Distilled water 20.0 "

and then staining as by the Ziehl-lTeelsen method.

21. MUCH. (82 and 8$)

I.

1. Aniline water gentian violet.

2. Lugol's solution.

3. Absolute alcohol.

II.

The following solution is required, viz.

methyl violet B.H. (10 c.c. saturated alcoholic

solution of methyl violet B.1T. in 100 c.c. of 2%

aqueous carbolic acid.)
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1. The thinnest possible film is

prepared and stained in the above solution for 24 -

48 hours at 37 C (alternatively the slide may he

heated to boiling)•

2. The slide is washed and placed

in Lugol's solution for 2 or 3 mins.

3. Then 5% sulphuric acid for 1 min.

followed by hydrochloric acid for 10 sees#

4. Decolourise in equal parts acetone-

alcohol for 1 min*

III.

1.- Much's methyl violet B.1T.

2. Pot. iodide hydrogen peroxide

solution -

Pot. iodide 5 gr.

2% hydrogen peroxide 100. 0 c.c.

3. Absolute alcohol.

22. MULLER■ (4)
Stain for T.B.

1. Carbol-fuchsin heated, 1-2 mins*
/O — K

e=0 2. Wash and decolourise in
4/r

^ (a) Potassium percarbonate (K,C, 06) 5-10 grs.
c-

70% alcohol 100.0 c.c.

Use fresh and decolourise for at least l/4 hour. Or

place in
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(To) Hydrogen peroxide alkalinised with, soda for

5-10 mins.

3. Methylene "blue.

y

23. RQjmSLLI and BUSCAL10HI. (9^)
The solution employed is Heau de Javelle" prepared

thus:-

(a) Calcium hypochlorite 6 grs.

Distilled water 60 "

Dissolve and keep for 2 hours in well-stoppered bottle.

(b) Potassium carbonate 12 grs.

Distilled water 40 H

Dissolve, filter and add to the former and shake well.

Keep the whole in a stoppered bottle. Stain thus

1. Carbol-fuchsin heated.

2. Flood with the above preparation till

the red colour becomes brownish-yellow, usually 2 mins.

with fresh, and 5 mins. with old, "eau.de Javelle".

24. SPEHGLER. (10$

I. Stain for the sheath of the bacillus. *

1. Alkalinise sputum with 1% caustic soda

or potash.

2. Fix carefully over flarae, otherwise

the sheath may dissolve.

3. Methylene blue.
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4. Wash and then stain with carefully warmed

carbo1-fuchsin>

5. Wash and counterstain with methylene "blue

to which has been added 1-2 drops of 15$ nitric acid.

II. Stain for the bacilli.

1. Homogenise sputum by taking about

half a dozen particles from the sample, transferring to

cover-slip or slide and mixing intimately.

2. Spread sputum so treated evenly

upon clean cover-slips, thickly when sputum is being examined,

thinly if pure cultures. Allow the films to dry in the air,

and fix by passing three timed through the flame with a

fairly rapid pendulum-like movement of the arm, the film

side being turned away from the fldme. Great care must be

taken not to overheat the preparation.

3. Flood with carbol-fuchsin and warm

carefully until a trace only of steam is seen arising. Over¬

heating will cause precipitation of the fuchsin and spoil the

preparation.

4. Flood 2 or 3 times with 60$ alcohol.

5. Flood with picric acid solution 2 ac 3

times, shaking the preparation. This operation takes only

a few seconds. The picric acid fixes the fuchsin.

6. Flood 2 or 3 time3 with 60$ alcohol.

7. Decolourise with 15$ nitric acid until
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the film appears of a very pale yellow colour.

3. Wash thoroughly "by repeatedly

flooding the film with SO# alcohol.

9. [Flood with picric acid solution

and immediately wash with distilled water and dry.

III. Structural stain.

Stain as above 1-8, then continue thus:-

9. While film is still wet flood xvith

Iodine 2.5 grs.

Pot. iodide 1.25 gr.

30# alcohol 100.0 c.c.

and allow to act for 30 sees.

10. The excess is poured off and, without

drying, the slide is treated with l/2 - 1.0# osmic acid

vapour for 15 sees.

11. Wash in running water for 3-5 mins.

and dry between filter-paper•

The picric acid solution consists of equal parts of Esbaeh*s

reagent and absolute alcohol*

25. VOLTOLIiTI. \112 and 100, p. 132)

The film is placed for a few seconds in fuming

nitric acid (s.g. 1.450 - 1.500) before staining by Ehrlich's

method. The tubercle bacilli appear constantly granulated
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in a moniliform way. He considers that this procedure is

absolutely trustworthy for the tubercle bacillus and has

found it in no other. This reaction shows, according to

Voltolini, that the granules are really particles of

coagulated albumen.

26. WEIGffRI-SHRLICH .

Stain for tubercle bacilli.

1. IPilm dried in air and then passed 2 or 3

times through the flame.

2. Aniline water gentiin violet for 24 hours

in the cold.

3. Decolourise with 25?£ nitric acid until

preparation appears green.

4. Counterstain Bisraarclc brown.

5. Wash with distilled water and dry.

27. TARCHETTI • (lo6)

1. Cold carbol-fuchsin 1-2 rains.

2. Wash, then saturated picric acid alcohol

for 5 mins.

28. WEISS-MUCH. (113)

1. Stain with a mixture of 3 parts of carbol-

fuchsin to 1 part of Much's methyl violet B.H. for 24 - 48
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hoiirs at room temperature.

2. Wash, then Lugol^ solution for 2-3 mins.

3. 5$ nitric acid, 1 min. then 3$ hydro¬

chloric acid, 10 sees.

4. Decolourise with acetone-alcohol (ana).

5. Counterstain Bismarck "brown, 1 min.

29. WOLBACH-ERiTST. (118)

Pure cultures of T.B. used.

1. Film is dried at the ordinary temperature,

and fixed in 20$ solution of formalin in 60$ alcohol for

30 sees.

2. Wash and stain in cold carhol-fuchsin for

20 mins.

3. Decolourise in Orth*s fluid, 10 sees.

(1 part hydrochloric acid to 100 parts 70$ alcohol).
4. Wash and allow to dry spontaneously.

30. YAMAMOTO. (120)

Stain for granules.

1. Fix film with albumen, dried in the air,

then passed through the flame.

2. Flood with 10$ silver nitrate solution

and warm to 55°- 60° C.

3. Place for 5 mins. in the following

reducing fluid -
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Pyrogallic acid 2 grs.

Tannic acid 1 gr.

Distilled water 100 c.c.

31. ZIEHL-ITEELSED. (jS)

1. Fixation three times through flame.

2. Carhol-fuchsin 2 mins. steaming.

3. Wash with distilled water.

4. 30^ nitric acid, 1-5 sees.

5. Without washing, 20 - 60 sees in 96%

alcohol. Decolonisation is sufficient when the preparation

has acquired a £ale rose colour.

6. Weak methylene "blue, 2 mins.

7. Wash in distilled water.
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1T0TE

Many stained slides prepared from sputa as well

as from pure cultures of human, "bovine and avian tubercle

bacilli were submitted to expert photo-micrographers but,

unfortunately, the results are so unsatisfactory that I

have not considered it worth while to reproduce them.

The bacilli shown in the Plates, therefore, have

been drawn from actual specimens, coloured and then

photographed. In one or two instances only have they "been

outlined by the help of a large Zeiss-Abbe apparatus;

otherwise they are not drawn to scale.



EXPLANATION of PLATE I

Typical "bacilli with polar and other granules, the

latter "being seen in various stages up to complete

division. The Plate also shows two characteristic

small clumps, and one apparent,' hut doubtful,

branching form. These have been drawn from various

sputa•



 



EXPLANATION of PLATE II

Shows more or less abnormal types of "bacilli, drum

stick forms, "bacilli with single central granule,

dividing polar granules, and a true "branching form

These were all drawn from one sputum and probably

represent a more virulent type of the disease.



 


